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Abstract. During recent years the authors and collaborators have been involved in an activity
related to the constmction and analysis of large time step operator sphtting algorithms for the
numerical simulation of multi-phase fiow in heterogeneous porous media. The purpose of these
lecture notes is to review some of this activity. We illustrate the main ideas behind these novel
operator sphtting algorithms for a basic two-phase flow model. Special focus is posed on the
numerical solution algorithms for the saturation equation, which is a convection dominated,
degenerate convection-diffusion equation. Both theory and applications are discussed. The gen
eral background for the reservoir flow model is reviewed, and the main features of the numerical
algorithms are presented. The basic mathematical results supporting the numerical algorithms
are also given. In addition, we present some results from the BV solution theory for quasilinear
degenerate parabolic equations, which provides the correct mathematical framework in which
to analyse our nmnerical algorithms. Two- and three-dimensional munerical test cases are pre
sented and discussed. The main conclusion drawn from the numerical experiments is that the
operator sphtting algorithms indeed exhibit the property of resolving accurately internal layers
with steep gradients, give very little numerical diffusion, and, at the same time, permit the use
of large time steps. In addition, these algorithms seem to capture all potential combinations
of convection and diffusion forces, ranging from convection dominated problems (including the
pure hyperbolic case) to more diffusion dominated problems.
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The flow in subsurface hydrology and the exploitation of hydrocarbons in a reservoir repre
sent very complex processes of controlling the interaction between several fluids and the rock
[43, 69, 111]. Capillary and gravity forces are important for the dynamics, and the presence of
heterogeneities in natural formations have a large effect on the flow. Accurate modelling of the
rock iithology, including the modelling of scale dependent physical parameters and relations, is
crucial for obtaining reliable results. The dynamics of the porous media itself add to the complex
ity. Change in the pressure balance between the overburden pressure and the fluid pressure in the
reservoir will change porosity and permeability. Temperature gradients created by injecting fluids
håving lower temperature than the reservoir will create cracking which can effect the flow prop
erties strongly. Models for flow dynamics should therefore be coupled to a geodynamical model
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describing the dynamics of the rock. Often a reservoir has horizontal wells with several branches,
and the coupling between the wells and the reservoir represents a very difficult modelling task.
A series of models [B, 35, 121] have been constructed to describe the complex dynamics of reser
voir flow processes. A black-oil model is commonly used to describe water injection. This model
works well in simulating water flooding processes because reservoir hydrocarbons are not soluble
in the water phase. But it may not be well suited when the composition of the reservoir fluid
is dramatically changed because of Chemical reactions. Consequently, fluid properties and phase
behaviour should in many cases be functions of reservoir pressure, temperature, and fluid compo
sition. The geological model together with the Chemical and physical complexity of multi-phase,
multi-component flow pose very large and difficult problems to solve. However, the vast expansion
of computational capability has made a quantitative description of more realistic and complex
models possibie. Along with this development, there has also been a very active development of
new numerical solution algorithms for such models.
The fluid flow models usually represent strongly coupled systems of nonlinear partial differential
equations. A number of new algorithms [79, 90, 105, 113, 122, 135, 146] for the solution of (systems
of) nonlinear partial differential equations have been developed over the years. But still there is
acute need for better solution algorithms as well as mathematical theory supporting them (and the
models). The different scales of variation appearing in a reservoir flow model demand an adaptive
adjustment of the solution algorithm to the problem at hand. For compressible fluid or rock
models, numerical algorithms which provide local conservation properties are needed. Moreover,
the transport part of these models needs accurate pressure and velocity calculations. To resolve
these issues one may need efficient finite volume methods, see, e.g., [l, 2, 3].
There is a dose relationship between the challenges in mathematical and numerical modelling
and the development of mathematical and numerical tools. An example is provided by operator
splitting algorithms which calculate an approximate transport in a first step. These algorithms
have become an important part of many solution methods for fluid dynamics, see, e.g., [ll, 78,
101, 128, 144], and reservoir dynamics, see, e.g., [5B, 94, 156]. The main purpose of these lecture
notes is to present some recently developed operator splitting algorithms for models describing
reservoir flow [B, 35, 121] and certain sedimentation processes [23, 25, 38], as well as other models
that can be reduced to a sequence of nonlinear convection-diffusion equations.
The reservoir flow model considered in these notes contains a flow equation which is a highly
nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation with a strong transport term. One important
characteristic of the model is the degeneracy of the second order diffusion operator in the flow
equation. The diffusion operator may be zero pointwise, it can be small or zero in regions of the
solution space, and fairly large for other values of the solution. Consequently, Solutions of the flow
equation will in general possess minimal smoothness. The correct mathematical framework in
which to treat such nonlinear partial differential equations as well as to analyse their numerical
solution algorithms —is provided by the BV solution theory (analysis in classes of discontinuous
functions) [lsl]. For completeness, we will recall some important results from the BV solution
theory for second order partial differential equations. Mathematical theory supporting the numer
ical algorithms have been developed within the BV solution framework, and Central elements of
this theory will be presented in a simplified context.
Roughly speaking, one may say that the splitting algorithms simplify the original problem into
a hyperbolic problem and an almost symmetric (degenerate) parabolic problem, each of which
is solved separately by suitable numerical methods. The main feature of the operator splitting
algorithms is the ability to use long time steps and, at the same time, keep the numerical diffusion
at a minimum. Several numerical examples will be given to illustrate these and other properties
of the splitting algorithms. The nonlinearity inherent in the models gives a rich variation in
the Solutions. In particular, the Solutions may develop sharp or even discontinuous fronts that
propagate throughout the reservoir. Also, fractured and faulted regions may create large variations
in the Solutions. Local grid refinement techniques may therefore be necessary in order to resolve the
physical phenomena within the limits of a computational model. Combining operator splitting and
domain decomposition algorithms, we get very flexible adaptive mesh refinement and coarsening
techniques [47, 129].
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The remaining part of these notes is organised as follows: In §2, we present and discuss the
reservoir flow model. This basic model consists of an elliptic equation which is coupled to a
nonlinear convection-diffusion equation. A sequential time marching strategy will be used to
decouple the equations. Since the solution algorithm for the elliptic equation is well described in
the literature, we focus in these lecture notes entirely on the convection-diffusion equation. In §3,
we recall a few results from the BV solution theory for first and second order nonlinear partial
differential equations. In §4, we give a fairly thorough presentation of the novel operator splitting
algorithms for nonlinear convection-diffusion equations. Both analytical and numerical results for
the splitting algorithms are presented. In §5, two numerical methods for hyperbolic problems are
presented. In §6, numerical methods for parabolic problems are presented. Finally, two reservoir
simulation examples are presented and discussed in §7.
2. The Reservoir Flow Model
A reservoir may consist of several different types of sediments, which in general have differ
ent porosity, absolute permeability, relative permeabilities, and capillary pressure. To efficiently
compute the solution of the nonlinear system of reservoir flow equations, one should carefully
choose the primary variables based on all aspects of the computations and the inherent physics
[B]. The pressure gradient is the driving force that causes the flow of reservoir fluids. Thus pres
sure should be chosen as a primary variable to describe the flow process. Normally a pressure
equation is obtained by making a summation over all components and phases in the model. Be
low we give a pressure equation for a two-component, two-phase model which is denved in this
way. For compressible flow, a mass balance formulation of the pressure equation based on a finite
volume discretization is a better choice, see Reme et al. [l3O, 131]. Since the temperature T can
vary, it should also be chosen as a primary variable. The temperature is normally governed by
a convection-diffusion equation, see [l3O, 131]. Moreover, 77 + 1 primary variables are needed
to characterise the component-transport phenomena (one water component and N hydrocarbon
components). If the moles of component iin phase j (for i— w, 1,..., N and j~w, o, g), which we
denote by m], is chosen as the primary variable for the zth component, the component-transport
equations become coupled with strongly nonlinear phase equilibrium constraints. Consequently,
computing the solution of the overall system can be extremely expensive. Furthermore, ml- is less
smooth than the total moles of the component, i.e.,
(1) ml } m\.
Thus a numerical approximation of ml will be more accurate than an approximation of m*-, which
also affects the accuracy of the overall approximations. Based on these observations, we choose
rnl as the primary variable for the ith component. In this way the solution of the component
transport equations is decoupled from the computation of the phase equilibrium, which in turn
reduces the nonlinearity inherent in the reservoir flow model. Since mass is exchanged between
phases, component mass is not conserved within each phase, but the total mass of each component
is conserved. The corresponding mass conservation can be described by the system of equations
where m l is defined in (1), <p is the porosity of the rock, q 1 is the molar flow rate of component
f, clj is the mole fraction of component i in phase j, £* is the molar density of component i, d
represents diffusion, and the Darcy velocities are given as
In (3), h is the height, g is the gravity constant, and pj is the density of phase j. Furthermore,
K{x ) is the absolute permeability of the rock, which may be a full tensor for anisotropic and
heterogeneous porous media, krj(sj ) are the relative permeabilities, p.j are the viscosities of the
fluids, sj is the saturation of phase j, Xj = krj/pj are the phase mobilities. In addition, the
nonlinear partial differential equations presented above are coupled with a complex phase package
j=o,g,w
(2) dt (ømf ) +V• ( Yl cj? v3 + rfVm‘) = 9*’, i= w, 1, ..., N,j —o,g ,w
(3) vj = -Xj{sj)K{x)(Vpj ~ pjgVh), j = w,o,g.
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that describes the relative pliase equilibrium for a given pressure-volume-temperature through the
equation of state (e.g., the Peng-Robinson equation of State). The phase saturations sj, mole
fractions cj , and other secondary variables are determined by the thermodynamic equations. The
fluid dynamics in a porous media may be influenced by changes in the properties of the rock. This
means that we must also couple the flow model to a geomechanical model.
The molar mass model presented above gives a nonlinear system of convection-diffusion equa
tions. We will in these notes use a two-component, two-phase, immiscible flow model as our main
test case. This simplified model contains many of the mathematical and numerical challenges
present in the general model described above. For the two-phase model, (2) can be expressed
in terms of the phase saturations. Let s = sw denote the water saturation (and 1— s the oil
saturation). Then the incompressible displacement of oil by water in a porous medium can be
described by the following set of partial differential equations (given in dimensionless form):
where q i and q 2 denote the injection/production wells, e is a dimensionless scaling parameter,
v— vw -f v 0 is the total Darcy velocity, A(æ, s) denotes the total mobility of the phases,
We assume that the immobile water and oil are the same in different types of sediments, so that the
saturation can be normalised globally. Furthermore, since the mobility is assumed to be constant
in each sediment, we will from now on drop the space dependence in A and Aj. In (5), p is the
global pressure [3s]
where pw and p 0 denotes the pressure of water and oil, respectively, pc {x,£) {= p 0 - pw ) is the
capillary pressure function (see (11) below), sc is chosen such that pc {x,s c ) = 0. In equations
(5)-(6), we have
P{s) + A 0 Po)i
and
fgi s ) {Pw Po)f{s)\ o
Equation (6) is the fractional flow formulation of the mass balance equation for water. The
fractional flow function f{s), which is typically an S-shaped function of s, is given as
where the derivative of the capillary pressure function pc {x, s) is assumed to be negative, see (11)
below. We refer to [B, 35, 121] (see also [6]) for a complete survey and justification of the model.
For computational purposes, the analytical forms for the relative permeabilities are chosen as
(10) krtu = sp , kro ={l - s) q , p, g=2or 3.
The capillary pressure may depend on the porosity and the permeabiiity of the rock. We use a
capillary pressure function of the form [s7]
(11)
(4) V-v = q l {x),
(5) v = —K{x) A(x, s){Vp p{s)Vh) ,
(6) <j>{x)dt s +V • (f{s)v + fg {s)KVh) -eV  (d{x , s)Vs) = q 2 {x),
A(z, s) = X w (x, s) -f A o (æ, s).
(7) P =-(^+ P,) +
(8) /(*) =
A w [s} + A 0 (s)
The diffusion function is given as
(9) d(x,s) = -K{x)f{s)\ o (s)—j
pc {x,s) = 0.9 • <p-°- 9 K- /3 —p> 0.
V s
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Note that the form of (10) and (11) imply that the global pressure function (7) is well-defined. In
Figure 1 a), the variation of the convection term in the saturation equation (6) is shown for different
values of the gravity term with a constant Darcy velocity v. In Figure lb), the diffusion function
is plotted for different permeabilities. Note that the diffusion function (9) vanishes for s = 0,1,
and that it can be very small in regions dose to these endpoints, see Figure 1 b). This means
that (6) is a degenerate parabolic equation and dose to being strongly degenerate in regions of the
solution space. Mathematical and numerical theory for (strongly) degenerate parabolic equations
will be given in §3 and §6.1, respectively.
The reservoir flow equations (4)-(5)-(6) are nonlinearly coupled. A sequential time marching
strategy will be used to decouple the equations, see §7 for details. The pressure-velocity equations
(4)-(5) are solved in a First step using standard finite element and domain decomposition methods,
which are well documented in the literature [7, 138, 140], We will in these lecture notes therefore
limit our presentation to solution algorithms for the convection-diffusion equation (6).
FIGURE 1. a). F(x,s) f(s)v -f /g (s)AV/i plotted as a function of saturation for a fixed
Darcy velocity v = 1, permeability K 1, and Vh equal to -1, 0, and 1. b). d{x, s ) plotted as
a function of saturation for p = 0.1 and permeabilities K equal to 1, 5, and 10.
3. Basic Mathematical Theory
The main purpose of this section is to recall some results from the theory of BV Solutions for
second order nonlinear (or more precisely quasilinear) partial differential equations. For complete
ness, we also recall a few basic results from the theory of entropy Solutions for hyperbolic partial
differential equations. Although the main portion of our work is related to the design of numerical
algorithms for the saturation equation (6), the mathematical theory presented below has been
important for both the development and the analysis of these algorithms. We have tried to make
this section (relatively) self-contained. Nevertheless, it presupposes that the reader has some basic
knowledge about functional analysis, measure theory and BV theory, and thus no attempts have
been made to discuss in detail the various function spaces, (semi) norms and compactness theories
that are used in these lecture notes. The reader who is primarily interested in numerical solution
algorithms can skip this section.
We do not claim completeness or technical generality. In fact, a significant limitation of our
presentation is that only the Cauchy problem for homogeneous partial differential equations with
out a source term is discussed. But we stress that the L 1 /BV solution theory outlined below
also applies (with necessary modifications) to various boundary value problems as well as partial
differential equations with variable coefficients and a source term.
Numerical algorithms and the techniques used for their analysis tend to be very different in the
two limiting cases of hyperbolic and parabolic equations, see, e.g., [l22]. However, independently
of whether the problem is hyperbolic or parabolic, in this work all the analysis is carried out within
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the framework provided by the BV solution theory. Since we try to approximate Solutions which
in general possess minimal smoothness (due to hyperbolic dominance and parabolic degeneracy),
the BV framework is well suited for our purpose. Moreover, the BV framework is also consistent
with the theory of entropy Solutions for hyperbolic partial differential equations.
Later we show that our numerical approximations converge to the solution of the underlying
problem as the discretization parameters tend to zero (see §4). The convergence proof is based
on deriving uniform L°° and BV (space) estimates for the numerical approximations. These two
estimates are then used to show that the approximations are uniformly L 1 continuous in time,
and therefore compact in L\oc . Compactness arguments are classical in the context of hyperbolic
partial differential equations and go back to Olemik [l24]. The advantage of this “hyperbolic
approach” is that the derived estimates are independent of the lower bound on the diffusion
coefhcient. Consequently, the convergence results are also valid in the degenerate parabolic case.
If ois a domain in M n , n > 1, then CP (Q), p = 1,...,00, denotes the space of functions
z : Q —> M possessing continuous partial derivatives of order < p. When there is no ambiguity,
we omit the set f] and write only Cp (similarly for the spaces and norms introduced below). The
space consisting of functions in Cp {Vt ) with compact support is denoted by Cq(Q). We denote by
Lip(fl) the Lipschitz space consisting of bounded functions z : Q M that satisfy
(12)
If I f^ya l in ( 12 ) is reP laced by max(o, we write ||z|| Lip+(n) . The space of locally
Lipschitz continuous functions z : Q —+ M is denoted by Lipioc (fl), i.e., functions whose restriction
to any compact subset K C fl is Lipschitz continuous. The classical Lp spaces of real-valued
functions on Q are denoted by Lp (fl), and the norms on Tp (fl) are denoted by || • ||lp(D)- We
denote by Lfoc (fl) the space of functions on fl that are in LP {K) for any compact subset K C fl.
As we have tried to indicate above, the space BV(Vt) consisting of functions z : fl —*• M of
bounded variation is of fundamental importance to us. A function z 6 L\qc {Q) is an element of
BV (12) if and only if its first order distributional derivatives are represented by locally finite Borel
measures on f], i.e., if there exist Borel measures pj, j = 1,,n, such that
and
where \pj \ denotes the total variation of the measure p.j. Let the total variation of z G
which we denote by | z |^v"(ri) sbe dehned as
Then using Riesz’s theorem on functionals in the space of continuous functions, we obtain that
BV{QL) can be equivalently dehned as
We say that z(y) has bounded Tonelli variation if for any j = 1,...,n, u{y) considered as
a function of yj has essential (up to the set of one-dimensional measure zero) variation which
is integrable with respect to the other variables yi,..., yj-i, yj+i,   ., yn - A function z(y) is in
BV{CI) if and only if the Tonelli variation of z(y) is bounded. Furthermore, z G BV (Q) if and
only if there is a constant C such that for any hG M n with y -f- h G fl,
j z{y-2) z{yi)
F LiP(n) = suP< : 2/i, 2/2 6 Vi ±V2 } < 00.
[ V 2 -yi J
- / z--dy = f Vø e Cq°{Q),
Jq. °Vj Jn
/ij\{lC) < oo for each compact subset K. C Sl
\ z \bv{U) = supj Jz V • 4>dy :ø G |</>(y)| <l,Vy E fi|.
BV(Q) = {:£ ifoc (n) : Mj,v ( n) < co}
J \ z iv +h) - z{y) Idy < C\h\.
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The space BV(Q) is a Banach space when equipped with the norm
INlsv(n) IklUi(n) + \z\BV(fi)
It is well known that the following indusions hold;
Furthermore,
After a possible modification of z{y) on a set of zero n - dimensional Lebesgue measure, the
domain Qof definition of z{y) is the disjoint union of a set Az of points of approximate continuity,
a set Tz of points of approximate jump discontinuity, and a set Iz of irregular points;
The set of irregular points has zero (ra - 1) - dimensional Hausdorff measure. Hence, with the
exception of a small set of irregular points, an arbitrary BV function z: D Mis either ap
proximately continuous or has an approximate jump discontinuity. If z{y) is a BV solution of
a nonlinear partial differential equation, the set F,j can be though of as representing the discon
tinuities (shocks) in z{y), the set Az as representing the discontinuity free (smooth) region, and
h as representing the points of shock formation and shock collision. We refer to [ss] (and the
references cited therein) for a more complete discussion and interpretation of the sets A z , Fz , Iz
in the context of BV Solutions of hyperbolic partial differential equations. For an introduction to
BV (solution) theory, we refer to [6l, 148, 149, 151, 167].
For completeness, we recall a few results from the Kruzkov theory of entropy Solutions for scalar
hyperbolic partial differential equations. For an introduction to general theory for hyperbolic
problems, we refer to [9O, 120, 141]. We consider nonlinear hyperbolic problems of the form
(13)
where u: II —* Mis the unknown function. We always assume that the vector valued flux function
/ = {fl,  • •, fm) is sufficiently smooth (e.g., in Lipjoc ) and that the initial function uq belongs
to i 1 D L OO fl BV. It is well known that nonlinearity has dramatic effects on hyperbolic waves,
most notably in the formation of shock waves (discontinuous Solutions), a feature that can reflect
the physical phenomenon of breaking of waves. Due to this loss of regularity it is necessary to
work with weak Solutions. For hyperbolic equations, due to neglected physical (e.g., dissipative)
mechanisms, weak Solutions are not uniquely determined by their initial data. However, weak
Solutions satisfying an entropy condition (see below) are uniquely determined by their data.
Recall that a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (13) is a bounded measurable function
u{x,t) that satisfies the integral identity
(14)
for all test functions ø G C,j°(ll7’) such that f\t~T =O. Let rj : ffi —» 1 be a convex C 2 function,
often referred to as the entropy function, and <jq,. .., qm the associated entropy fluxes satisfying
the compatibility conditions
(15)
We let q denote the vector (<?i,  • •, <lm)- Let u denote the L\oc limit of classical Solutions u€ of the
parabolic regularization
(16)
BV(Q) C for n > 1 and BV{Q) C for n = 1
BV{Q) is compactly imbedded into LP {Q) for 1 < p < ———,n 1
Q = as ur* uiz
{dtu +V  f{u) =O, (x,t) GnT =M m x (O ,T), m> 1,
0) = uq{x), x G M m ,
JJ [udt (f> + f{u) • dtdx 4- J uo{x)(j){x, 0) dx =O,
q'j{u) = 7/0)/j(u), j= 1
dt u£ +V • f{u£ ) = eAu£ , u£ {x, 0) = uo(^),
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as £ 0. Equipped with the compatibility conditions (15), it is straightforward to show that the
"vanishing viscosity" limit u satisfies the entropy inequality
for all non-negative f G Q°(nT ), see Kruzkov [loB]. By a limiting argument, we can let
r/{u) —+ \u k\,
for any given k G M, and use
We thus end up with the following definition due to Kruzkov [loB] (see also Vohpert [148]):
Defmition 3.1. A weak solution u[x,t) of (13) is called an eniropy weak solution if, for all
non-negative test functions f G and k G M,
Kruzkov [loB] (see also [l3, 109]) proved that an entropy weak solution of (13) is uniquely
determined by its initial data, and thus coincides with the vanishing viscosity solution. More
precisely, he proved the following result: If u and v are entropy weak Solutions of (13) with initial
data uq and vq, respectively, then
(18)
We note that Vohpert [l4B] only proved uniqueness of entropy weak Solutions in the BV dass. We
also note that the Kruzkov theory for the pure initial value problem (13) can be extended to the
initial-boundary value problem, see Bardos, Leßoux, and Nédélec [9] and Otto [l26] for details.
Soon after the penetratmg work of Kruzkov, it is was realized by Kuznetsov [llo] that the
method of doubling of the variables could be used to establish a general approximation theory
for entropy Solutions of hyperbolic partial differential equations. In the subsequent years, the
theory of Kuznetsov was used (by himself and others) to derive error estimates for the method of
vanishing viscosity as well as many numerical methods. We refer to [9o] for an introduction to
this theory. For recent contributions to the approximation theory of entropy Solutions, we refer to
Cockburn and Gremaud [36], Bouchout and Perthame [lB], Perthame [l27], and Tadmor [l42].
For completeness, we recall that the solution of (13) satisfies following estimates:
Theorem 3.1. Let u,v be entropy weak Solutions of the hyperbolic problems
Then we have
Furthermore, the unique entropy weak solution of (13) satisfies the following estimates:
(20)
The frrst part of this theorem was first proved by Lucier [ll9] in the one-dimensional case, and
in [93] and by Bouchut and Perthame [lB] in the multi-dimensional case. It can also be obtained
by using Theorem 3.3 below and then passing to the limit in the parabolic regularization (16).
The second part of the theorem follows, e.g., from the estimates derived by Kruzkov [loB].
JJ (rj{u)dt <p + q(u)  Vøj dtdx >O,
q{u) = sign(w - k){f(u) - f{k)).
(17) Jj (j-u - k\dt <f> + sign(u - k){f{u) - f{k))  dtdx > 0
(|w(-,/) - v(-,i)|| L i < \\u 0 - Uqllli.
dt u +V • f{u) -0, u| t=o =mo
dt v +V • g{v) =O, =
(19) \\u{-, T) v(-, T)|| L i < ||wo - wqlll l + T min(|tt 0 | BV i Qj 11Lip•J
i ( a) IK-,OIU~ < il wo|k-,
< (b) |w(-,Ols'/ < |wo|sv,
U c ) ||w(-,t 2 ) - u(-,Zi)|| Jri < Const • - Vti,t 2 >o.
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For later use, let us recall a few additional facts about entropy weak Solutions of the one
dimensional conservation law
(21)
Let us assume that the entropy weak solution of (21) has discontinuities of the simplest kind;
namely, we suppose that there is a smooth curve F u , given by x = x(t ), such that uis smooth
on either side of Tu , with a simple jump across Tu . Letting u l and ur denote the left and right
limits of u{-,t), it then follows from the integral identity (14), via Green’s formula, that the
Rankine-Hugoniot condition holds across the curve F u ;
(22)
The following geometric interpretation of the Kruzkov entropy condition (17) is known as OlemilTs
theorem or entropy condition [l24].
Theorern 3.2 ([l24]). Lei u{x,t) be a piecewise smooth solution to (21) with jumps across Fu
satisfymg (22). Then the entropy condition (17) holds if and only if:
(ur <u ): The graph y = /(w) restricted to [u r ,u l ] hes below or equals the chord connecting
the point {ur ,f(ur )) to the point {u l ,f{u 1 )), i.e.,
(23)
(ur > u l ): The graph y = f{u) restricted to [u l ,u r ] hes above or equals the chord connecting
the point ( u l ,f{u l )) to the point (u r ,f(ur )), i.e.,
Remark 3.1. Oleimk’s entropy condition states that the entropy loss associated with a shock in
the solution of (21) manifests itself in the form of a local convexification of the flux funciion. This
geometric interpretation of the entropy loss turns out to be the heart of the matter of the corrected
operator splitting algonthms descnbed
We next consider nonlinear convection-diffusion problems of the form
(dt u +V • f{u) =V • (d(u)V«) = AD{u), (x,t) ERT =Mm x (O,T), m> l t
[u{x,o) = u o {x), xeRm ,
where / = (/i,..., fm ) is the convection flux and D{u) is the diffusion function
If not otherwise stated, it is always understood that the functions /, D are sufficiently smooth and
that u o (at least) belongs to L l fl L°° fl BV. The L 1 /BV solution theory presented below can,
of course, be extended to more general convection-diffusion equations with variable coefflcients, a
source term, and a second order diffusion term containing mixed partial derivatives.
Let us first assume that the convection-diffusion equation is uniformly parabolic, i.e.,
(27) 40 > T > 0, VO
With a solution of (25) we then understand a function u{x,t ) which is at least twice continuously
differentiable in x and at least once in t such that the partial differential equation is satisfied in
the classical sense for t > 0. Furthermore, we require that u{t) uq in the weak sense, i.e.,
It well known that (25) possesses such a solution and that it is unique. We refer to the survey
paper of Olemik and Kruzkov [l2s] for a nice overview of the theory of parabolic equations.
For later use, let us collect some important L l type estimates not found in [l2s].
f dt u + dx f{u) =O, (x, <)Gix (0, T)
1 w(æ, 0) = «o(æ), xE M.
u‘ ur
/(«')- m w , w
r—]—~ G (t/f )
u l k
(24, Vie(«,. Ur )W T K
(26) r Hi)Jo
J (u{x , /) uo{x))<j)[x) dx —+ oas —> o+, Vø G Co(M m ).




Remark 3.2. We will later show that our approximate Solutions satisfy estimates very similar
to those in (31), which in turn will imply compactness of the numerical approximations. It is
important to notice that estimates (a)-(c) in (31) continue to hold in the degenerate case. The
fact that ihese estimates are independent of j (the lower bound on d{-)) makes the L 1 space rather
attractive from the pomt of mew of numerical analysis for parabolic equations.
To prove estimate (c) in (31), we need a version of an interpolation lemma due to Kruzkov
[lo7]. This lemma is also used in §4 for convergence analysis of operator splitting.
Lemma 3.1. Lei there be fimte constants Ci, C 2, and C 3 such that z: nT —+ M saiisfies the two
estimates
I z A Ci
\z{-,t)\BV < C*2
for all tE [O, T],
for all t E [O, T],
for all fE C 0 and 0 < ti,t 2 <T. Then there is a constant C, dependmg in particular on C\ and
C2, such that the following interpolation result is valid:
Proof (of Theorem 3.3). The proof of (30) uses a classical dual (error) argument. The quantity
e v u solves the (error) equation
(32) dt e +V • {a{x,t)e) - A (b{x, t)e) = T{x,t),
where the vector a{x,t) = {ai{x,t),.. ~am{x,t)) and the scalar b{x,t) are given as
and T[x,t) denotes the truncation error,
Now, for given T > 0, let ip solve the backward problem
Then ip(t) is well defined for t < T and the maximum principle yields
Theorem 3.3. Let u,v be sm.ooth Solutions of the convection-diffusion problem.s
(28) dtu +V  f{u) = AD{u), u| t=o = w O ,
(29) dt v +V • g{v) = AD(v), v\ t=o = v O .
(30) |K,T) - d(',T)||L i < |1« 0 - vo \\ L i + T min(|uo lw, Mw) max||/j - || LiP -
i svnooih solution of (25) satisfies the following estimates:
f (a) IK-,<)IU~ < ||«o||l~,
< (b) \u{-,t)\Bv < \u 0 \bv,
i(c) ||w(-,t 2 ) - u(-,t i)l|£ i < Const • y/\t2 - <i|, yti,t 2 > 0
ill l i i l ti i tt
L), which in turn will imvlv compactness of the numerical avvroi
and the weak time estimate
J(z{x,t2 ) - z{x,ti))(j){x) dx < C3 (\\<f)\\ L oo + rnax||^ ;Cj.|| Jr,c»)|t2 -
Ik(-,*2.) - < CV\h-ti\, 0 < t u t 2 <T.
See [lOO, 99] for a proof of this lemma.
V U
V U
T{x,t) = dt v + V • f (v) - AD{v)
(33) idt 'tp + a{x,t)-Vip + b{x,t)Aip =O, t< T,
\'ø|t=T = <t> <E C°°(lR m ).
IWOlk- < IWk-
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By integrating the error equation (32) against ø over IIT , and noting that (33) is just the adjoint
problem of (32), we obtain (assuming that e decreases rapidly to zero as |æ| oo)
We are now equipped with the tool (34) needed to prove (30). Assume first f = g so that
T 0. Then by choosing ø = sign(e) (omitting a standard approximation argument) and using
the maximum principle for ø(t), we obtain
/ \v{x,T) - u{x,T)\dx < |(V) (-,0)|| L oo f \vo {x) - uo{x)\dx
(35) J , J
< / h'o(*c) - U o (x)| dx.
Observe now that estimate (b) is a direct consequence of the L 1 contraction property (35) since
the convection-diffusion equation (25) is translation invariant.
Equipped with (34) and (35), it remains to estimate the truncation error in (34). Using (b)
and again the maximum principle for ø, we can readily calculate
Choosing ø = sign(e) (again omitting a standard approximation argument) in (34), we now obtain
Finally, using symmetry we derive the desired stability result (30).
It remains to prove (a) and (c). The first claim follows from the maximum principle. We are
going to use (b) and Lemma 3.1 to derive the time estimate (c). To this end, we shall employ a
technique introduced by Kruzkov [lo7]. Let ø(x) be a test function on M m . Multiplying (25) by
ø, integrating the result in space, and subsequently integrating by parts, yields
where the BV estimate (b) has been used. From this estimate we get the following weak continuity
result
(36)
Applying Lemma 3.1 to (36), we get estimate (c).
Remark 3.3. The proof of Theorem 3.3 was based on a classtcal dual argument. It seems diffi
cult to get a stability result with respect to the diffusion function using this technique. However,
Cockburn and Gnpenberg [37] have recenily obtamed such stability using an elegant extension of
Kruzkov’s “douhling of the vanables”.
We now turn our attention to degenerate convection-diffusion equations. To this end, we replace
condition (27) by
(37) 0, ve
When (25) is non-degenerate, the equation admits classical Solutions. This fact contrasts with the
case where (25) is allowed to degenerate ( d{u ) = 0) for some values of u. In general, a striking
manifestation of the point degeneracy is the finite speed of propagation of disturbances. Thus, if
d[ 0) = 0 and at some fixed time the solution u has compact support, then it will continue to have
(34) J e{x,T)<f>{x) dx = J e{x,o)ip{x,o) dx + jj T{x,t)ij>{x,t) dtdx.
JJ T{x,t)'ip{x,t)dtdx = Jj V • (f (v) - g(v))^{x,t)dtdx
< max 11 fj -9j j| Lip JJ \dXj v\\^{x,t)\dtdx
< T max|| fj - gj\\up\vo\Bv\\(p\\L~ J
||z;(-,T) - u{-,T)\\L i < ||vo - mqlll l + T\vo \ BV max||/j - ||LiPj
j <p{x)dt udx < J f'{u)-Vu<f>dx + j D'{u)Vu-V<j)
< Const • (||ø||l- +max||sa, .^|l i oo)3
J ( u{x,t 2 ) - u{x,t l ))(j){x) dx < Const • (||ø||x,oo + max \\dXj 4>\\L°°) |*2 - *i|.
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compact support for all later times. The transition from a region where u > 0 to one where u = 0
is not smooth and it is therefore necessary to deal with (contmuous) weak Solutions rather than
classical Solutions, see the hook [l39] (and the references cited therein) for further details.
Recall that the convection-diffusion equations arising in reservoir simulation typically degener
ates at two points, see §2. A natural generalisation would be to consider equations for which the
function D{u) (see (26)) is strictly increasing in u. Note that a sufficient condition for D(u) to be
strictly increasing is that
which does not rule out the possibility that d{u) has an infinite number of zero points. To deal
with this kind of parabolic degeneracy, we introduce the following notion of a generalised solution:
Definition 3.2. Suppose that D{u) is strictly increasing. Then a function u{x,t ) is called a BV
weak solution of the Cauchy problem (25) if:
1. u E L°°(UT ) n BV{U T ) and VD{u) e L(oc { nT ;M n )
Provided u 0 is sufficiently smooth, existence of aBV weak solution is established in the work
ol Vol pert and Hudjaev [lso] by sending e to zero in the parabolic regularization
"Vin [l63] has proved that BV weak Solutions are uniquely determined by their initial data. More
precisely, he proved that if u and v are BV weak Solutions of (25) with data uq and vq, respectively,
then the L stability result (18) holds. Usmg the essential condition that D(-) is strictly increasing,
the L 1 stability result is proved by showing that the set of discontinuity points of BV weak
Solutions is of m - dimensional measure zero. Zhao [l64] has proved that if (x o ,t o ) is a point of
appioximate continuity of a Bl solution u such that d[u(xQ,to)) > 0, then u is a classical solution
in a neighbourhood of (x o ,to)- Furthermore, in one space dimension (m = 1), the BV solution is
continuous, see [l64], Under the hypothesis
Bémlan and Ganepy [l2] have shown that the unique BV weak solution of (25) is aetually a strong
solution, i.e., dt u , V • /(r/), and AD{u) are functions in (and not merely locally finite
measures on IIt). Zhao [l66] has shown recently that the requirement u G BV{UT ) in Definition
3.2 can be replaced by the weaker requirement u G BVX { lIT ), where BVX { lIT ) D BV{ I1T ) denotes
the space consisting of locally integrable functions z(x,t) for which dx z is a locally finite measure
on U T . Note that if 2 G BVX { fIT ), then G RU(M) for a.e. t G (O,T).
Equipped with Theorem 3.3 and the uniqueness theorem of Yin [l63], we can pass to the limit in
the parabolic regularization (39) (following [lso]) and conclude that the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.4. If u and v are BV weak Solutions (see Definition 3.2) of (28) and (29), respec
tively, then (30) holds.
Biirger et al. [23, 24, 25, 29, 38] have in a series of papers proposed and analysed a sedimentation
mo del which contam a certain nonlinear partial differential equation. This partial differential
equation is similar to the saturation equation in the reservoir flow model. However, the main
difference is that the diffusion coefhcient in the sedimentation model is degenerate on intervals,
and not only at isolated points as is the case with the saturation equation (6). The splitting
algorithms described in §4 can also be applied to the sedimentation model [27, 28].
We end this section with a discussion of the strongly degenerate case, i.e., the case where D(u)
is merely non-deereasing. In this case there exists at least one mterval [cv,/?] such that
meas{£ : d{£) = 0) = 0,
2. For all test functions ø G C£°(llt) such that ø \ t=T = 0,
(38) JJ (udt<j> + [f{u) VD[u)]  dtdx -f- J uo(x)<j>(x, 0) dx =O.
(39) dtu£ +V • f{u£ ) AD(ue ) -f eAus , us {x,o) = uq(x).
D G D' > 0 a.e. in M and |/'| 2 < crD', a G C(M),
d(0 =O, V{ €[«,/?].
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A simple example of a strongly degenerate equation is a hyperbolic equation. Strongly degener
ate equations will in general possess discontinuous Solutions. Furthermore, discontinuous weak
Solutions are not uniquely determined by their data. In fact, an additional condition the en
tropy condition is needed to single out the physically relevant weak solution of the problem.
For strongly degenerate equations that possess discontinuous Solutions, a natural generalisation of
Definition 3.2 is the following:
Definition 3.3. Suppose that D(u) is non-decreasing. Then aBV weak solution u{x,t) of (25) is
called aBV entropy weak solution if, for all non-negative test functions G and kG M,
Remark 3.4. In the one-dimensional case, the condition dx D[u ) G F]2oc (IIy) can be replaced hy
the stronger condition D{u) G Cl '%{Q.T ), where denotes the space of functions that are
Holder contmuous with exponent 1 in the space variable and \/ cl in the time variable.
Note that the entropy condition (40) reduces to Kruzkov’s entropy condition (17) for hyperbolic
problems when d = 0, and thus Definition 3.3 contains the hyperbolic problem (13) as a special
case. This condition was first proposed by VoFpert and Hudjaev [lso], who also showed, provided
uq is sufficiently smooth, existence of a RF entropy weak solution by passing to the limit in the
parabolic regularization (39). It is easy to see that the entropy condition (40) implies that the
partial differential equation in (25) holds in the distributional sense. Consequently, the generalised
derivative AD{u) is a locally finite measure on Hy, since dt u and V-f(u) are locally finite measures,
and the partial differential equation in (25) holds in the sense of equality of measures.
In the one-dimensional case, Wu and Yin [l6o] have proved umqueness of BV entropy weak
Solutions. More precisely, they have proven that if u and v are BV entropy weak Solutions with
initial data u 0 and uO , respectively, then (18) holds. For further results via nonlinear semigroup
theory on existence, umqueness and continuous dependence on the data of entropy Solutions
in the one-dimensional case, we refer to Bénilan and Touré [l4, 15, 16]. Some partial uniqueness
results for generalised Solutions of multi-dimensional problems are obtained in Brézis and Crandall
[2l] and in the recent work of Carrillo [32]. Existence and uniqueness results for various initial
boundary value problems can be found in [26, 30, 157, 158, 159, 161, 165].
The uniqueness proof of Wu and Yin [l6o] is based on a characterisation of the set of discontinu
ity points of u (the jump conditions). In [l6o], the authors corrected a previous result by VoFpert
and Hudjaev [lso] stating that the jump conditions for strongly degenerate parabolic equations co
incide with the jump conditions for purely hyperbolic equations. Before stating the (correct) jump
conditions, we must introduce some notation. Let Fu be the set of jumps, that is; (x o ,to) GFu if
and only if there exists a unit vector u = (i/*, ux ) such that the approximate limits of uat (xqßo)
from the sides of the half-planes (t t Q )vt + (,x x 0) < 0 and {t - t 0) -f [x - x 0) >O,
denoted by u“(xodo) and u+ {xoVo), respectively, exist and are not equal. Similarly, let ul (x,t )
and ur {x,t) denote the left and right approximate limits of u(-,t) respectively. One should note
the difference between u~,u+ and u\ur . The approximate limits u~,u+ are well-defined for
u G BV{Ut) while the limits ul ,u r exist under the weaker assumption u G BVx (ILt)- Introduce
the notations sign+ := sign and sign- := sign+ —l, and let int(a,6) denote the closed interval
bounded by a and b. Finally, let H\ denote the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Theorem 3.5 ([l6o]). Lei u(x,t ) be aBV entropy weak solution (see Definition 3.3) of (25) with
m— 1. Then H\ - alm ost everywhere on Fu , we have:
I u+ - k\ut + sign(u+ - k)[f{u+ ) - f{k) - [dx D{u) v sign+ ux - dx D{u) l sign vx )]vx
< - k\vt + sign(w“ - k)[f{u~) - f{k) - {dx D[u) 1 sign+ vx - dx D{u) r sign~ ux )]ux .
(40) Jj (\u-k\dt ø+ sign{u-k)[f{u) - f(k)-VD{u)]  Vø) dtdx >O.
(41) d{k) =O, Vfc E int(w ,m + ), vT 0.
(42) (u+ - u~)ut + (/(«+) - f{u~ ))ux - ( dx D(u)r - dx D{u) l )\ux \ = 0
For all k E M,
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Conditions (42) and (43) are, respectively, generalisations of the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
(22) and 01emik’s entropy condition (see Theorem 3.2) for conservation laws. One should observe
that for the multi-dimensional case, it is not possible to conclude from the Definition 3.3 that each
dXj Dj{u) is a finite measure on although AD{u) is. This fact prevents one from deriving
the analogue of the jump conditions and thus L 1 stability in the multi-dimensional case,
although the BVX theory of Wu and Yin [l6o] can be extended to the multi-dimensional case.
We next note that the jump conditions (42) and (43) can be more instructively stated as follows
(see [6s] for a proof):
Corollary 3.1. Let u{x,t ) be a piecewise sm.ooth BV entropy weak solution (see Definition 3.3)
of (25) with m 1. Assume that d[k) = 0 for all k G [u*,u*] for some u*,u* G M. A jump
between two values u l and ur of the solution u{x,t), which is referred to as a shock, can occur only
for u l , u r G [u*,u*j. This shock must satisfy:
1. The shock speed s is given by
(44)
2. For all k G int (ul ,ur ), the following entropy condition holds:
It is important to realize that Solutions of strongly degenerate parabolic equations in general
have a more complex structure than Solutions of hyperbolic equations. The following example
demonstrates this.
Example 3.1 (Structure of Solutions). This example is taken from Evje and Karlsen [6s]. We
consider the Burgers type equation
(47)
Note that d{-) is continuous and degenerates on the mterval [0,0.5]. In Figure 2 we have plotted
the initial function, the solution of the correspondmg conservation law, i.e., d = 0 in (46), and
the solution of (46) at time T = 0.15. A finite difference method (with very fine discretization
parameters) is used to compute the Solutions. An interesting observation is that the solution of
(46) has a ”new ” increasing jump, despite of the fact that f is convex. Thus the solution is not
bounded in the Lip+ norm., as opposed to the solution of the conservation law (see [l42]/ Moreover,
while the speed of a jump in the conservation law solution is determmed solely hy f (see Theorem
3.2), the speed of a jump in the solution of (46) is in general determmed by the jumps in both
f{u) and dx D{u) (see Corollary 3.1). In Figure 3, we have given a geometric interpreiation of the
entropy condition (45) for the solution shown m Figure 2 (right), which possesses two shocks. (i)
Left shock: note that dx D{u) 1 = 0 and dx D[u)r > 0, see Figure 2 (right). Condition (45) states
that the graph of f restncted to the mterval [u/,ur ] hes above or equals the straight line between
(/,/(/)) and [u r , f{u r ) dx D{u) r ), see Figure 3 (left). (n) Right shock: note that dx D(u) 1 < 0
and dx D[u) = 0. Condition (45) now states that the graph of f restncted to [u/td] Hes below or
equals the straight line between [u r , f{ur )) and (id,/(rd) dx D[uy), see Figure 3 (right).
The B\ solution theory can be generalised to doubly nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations
of the form
(48) dt u + dxf{u) = dxA{d{u)dx u), *4(±oo) = ±oo, A'{s) >O, d(s) >O.
The functions -4'(s) and d(s) are allowed to have an infinite number of degenerate intervals in
M. Included in (48) are equations arising from the theory of non-Newtonian fluids. We say that
u{x,t) is a BV entropy weak solution of the Cauchy problem for (48) if:
nur )~f(u')-{dtD(uy-dx D(u)')
ur —ul
(45 ) /WJjh < s < /(«') - /(£) - ar D(u)'W - k
(46) dt u + dx (u 2 ) = dx {d{u)dx u),
where
f 0, for x E [O, 0.5],
d(u) = < 2.5 u 1.25, for x E [0.5, 0.6]
[0.25, for x E [0.6,1],
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FIGURE 2. Left: The solution (solid) of the inviscid Burgers type equation. Right: The
solution (solid) of the Burgers type equation with a strongly degenerate diffusion term and the
corresponding diffusion function D(u{-,t)) (dashed). The initial function is shown as dotted.  
FIGURE 3. Geometric interpretation of the entropy condition (45) for the solution shown in
Figure 2 (right).
F u £ L°°{Ut) Fl BV{Ut) and D(u) £ C 1, 2(IIt)
We refer to Fin [l62] for a treatment of the initial-boundary valne problem for (48). Yin uses
the method of parabolic regularization for the existence proof. Evje and Karlsen [64] have treated
the Cauchy problem for (48) using finite difference methods. Yin [l62] has used the BVX theory
[l6o] to derive the jump conditions and thus L l stability for discontinuous Solutions of
doubly nonlinear problems. Without going into details, we only mention that for doubly nonlinear
problems the shock speed (44) is replaced by
f[ur ) - f{u l ) - [A{dx D{u)Y - A{dx D{u)) 1 )
ur —ul 5
2. For all non-negative ø G Co°(IIt) such that <f)\ t -T = 0 and kG M,
jj (jt< - k\dt <j> + sign {u -k) [f{u) - f{k) - A{dx D{u))\ dx <pj dtdx
+ I \uo{x) k\(f){x,o) dx > 0.
s =
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see also [64]. Finally, we refer to Evje [62] for a more detailed review of BV solution theory for
strongly degenerate parabolic equations.
4. The Operator Splitting Algorithms
In this section we describe the operator splitting algorithms for solving nonlinear, possibly
strongly degenerate, convection-diffusion equations. In particular, as we demonstrate in §7, these
splitting algorithms can be applied to the saturation equation (6). We also state and prove some
typical convergence results for some of the splitting algorithms. Performance results for several
nonlinear model problems are presented, and the importance of håving a “correction strategy”
for reducing splitting errors is illustrated. The correction strategy that we employ is described in
detail. For clarity of presentation, we mainly present and analyse the operator splitting algorithms
in their semi-discrete form for a simplified convection-diffusion problem. For numerical purposes,
we use fully discrete splitting algorithms based on the (large time step) hyperbolic solvers described
in §5 and the parabolic solvers described in §6.
It is well known that accurate modelling of convective and diffusive processes is one of the most
challenging tasks in the numerical approximation of partial differential equations. Particularly
difficult is the case where convection dominates diffusion. This is often the case in models of
two-phase flow in oil reservoirs. Accurate numerical simulation of such models is consequently
often complicated by unphysical oscillations and/or numerical diffusion [l22].
In the last two decades we have seen a enormous activity on developing sophisticated numerical
methods for hyperbolic equations. We refer to [79, 90, 105, 113, 146] for a general introduction to
modern numerical methods for hyperbolic partial differential equations. It seems reasonable to em
ploy some of these hyperbolic solvers as ”building blocks” in numerical algorithms for convection
diffusion problems. Indeed, our numerical strategy is based on splitting the convection-diffusion
equation (6) into a hyperbolic equation for convection and a parabolic equation for diffusion. We
then try to reproduce the solution of (6) using numerical methods for these simpler equations
as building blocks. Variations on this operator splitting approach have been taken in various
contexts by many authors. The novelty of our work lies in the use of large time step methods
for the convection step and a correction strategy (or an appropriate fiux splitting) for reducing
potential splitting errors. Applying large time step algorithms for the convection step has some
advantages. In particular, equipped with an implicit diffusion solver, the resuiting operator split
ting algorithms are unconditionally stable in the sense that there is no CFL condition restricting
the time step. However, it turns out that a reasonable choice of time step is highly dictated by the
degree of (nonlinear) interplay between convective and diffusive forces. In particular, large time
steps can lead to fronts that are too wide. However, as we will see later, it is possible to identify
and correct (or counterbalance) this nonlinear splitting error so that correct width of fronts is
ensured also when the time steps are large. We refer to the books [122, 135] for an introduction
to more standard numerical algorithms for convection-diffusion problems.
For simplicity of presentation, we restrict our attention to convection-diffusion problems of the
form
(50)
where the flux vector f = (/i,..  , fm ) is sufhciently smooth and the initial function u 0 belongs
to L 1 fl L OO n BV. We emphasise that the numerical solution algorithms and their convergence
analysis presented below carry over to more general convection-diffusion equations with variable
coefficients, a source term, and a second order diffusion term containing mixed partial derivatives.
Also, due to space limitation, we only treat the Cauchy problem. Details on the extension of the
operator splitting algorithms to various boundary value problems can be found in [27, 97].
while the entropy condition (45) is replaced by
u r - k - ' - u’ - k
f dt u +V  f[u) = eAu, (x,t) € IIT =M m x (O,T), rn >l,
\u{x, 0) = «o(æ), x G M m ,
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As was discussed above, an underlying design principle for many successful solution algorithms
for problems such as (50) is operator splitting. Operator splitting means here that we split the
time evolution in (50) into two partial steps in order to separate out the effects of convection and
diffusion. To describe this operator splitting more precisely, we need the solution operator taking
the initial data t>o(æ) to the entropy weak solution at time t of the hyperbolic problem
(51)
This solution operator we denote by S-f {t). Similarly, let 'H{t) be the solution operator (at time
t) associated with the parabolic problem
(52)
Now fix T > 0 and At > 0, and let Nbe such that NAt =T. Furthermore, let t n = nAt for
n 0,..., N and tn + 1/2 =(n -f |)At for n = 0,..., Ar —l. We then let the operator splitting
solution be defined at the discrete times tn nAt by the product formula
In applications, the exact solution operators S* (t) and H{t) are replaced by appropriate numerical
approximations. We use the modified method of characteristics (together with a suitable flux
splitting) or front tracking methods for the hyperbolic part, see §5 for details. For the parabolic
part we use finite difference methods or a Petrov-Galerkin method, see §6 for details.
For later reference, let us define the CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) number. If Ax is the grid
spacing and At is the time step associated with a numerical method for the hyperbolic problem
(51), the cfl number is defined as
(54)
where the maximum is taken over all u in [—||u o ||loo, I|w o ||l«>] • The classical CFL condition for
finite difference methods for (51) states that (54) should be bounded by one.
Here we mention that Dawson, Wheeler, and collaborators [5O, 51, 52, 53, 156] are using operator
splitting algorithms similar to (53). In their splitting algorithm, the hyperbolic equation (51) is
solved by M > 1 local time steps (for each global splitting step) with an explicit high resolution
Godunov type method, while the diffusion equation (52) is solved implicitly. The point is that
such splitting algorithms may be more efficient than standard numerical methods when M > 1,
since the implicit equations need not be solved during each up date of the conservation law. Since
the explicit nature of the convection solver requires a CFL time step constraint, the basic splitting
procedure may be expensive, especially if the CFL constraint is severe. Different from the view
taken by Dawson et al., we also insist on using large time step methods for the convection updates,
i.e., methods that avoid a cfl constraint. We will come back to this point later when discussing
the corrected operator splitting algorithms.
Note that we have only defined uai at the discrete times tn . In between two consecutive discrete
times, we use the following time interpolant;
(55)
(dt v +v- f{v) =o, (x,t)em m x{t> o},
v{x, 0) = vo(æ), xEM m .
jdt w eAw, {x, t) G ffi m x{t > 0),
0) = wq{x), x G M m .
(53) u/\ t {x,nAt) = [H{At) o {At)] n u o {x).
If/ , ..At
CFL := max \f (u) ——,
« 1 v ; 'Ar
( _ tn))u i t G {in,tn + l/2])l 1 / \ r , n
[ [”W(2(/ —tn + i/2)) O<S (A^)]tt U , t £ {t n + l/2itn+l]
where u n u& t {tn ). Regarding u^ t we have the following lemma;
Lemma 4.1 ([100]). The following a priori esiimates hold:
f (a) < ||«o||l~,
(56) < (b) t)\BV < Wo\bv,
[(c) H^At( j - UAti-, < Const • \Z|t 2 - li), V/i,t 2 >o
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Proof. Claim (a) is true because the solution operators S-f (t) and 7i(t) do not introduce new
minima or maxima. Similarly, claim (b) is true since the solution operators Sf (t) and Hft) do not
increase the total variation of their initial data.
Fix a test function <p E C'o°(M m ). Using estimate (c) in (20), we get
(57)
Using the differential equation for w{x,t) = 7i{t)wo {x) and integration by parts, we get the bound
(58)
Using (55), (57), and (58), we now readily compute
(59)
Finally, applying Lemma 3.1 to (59) yields estimate (c).
In view of estimates (a) and (b) in (56), a classical application of Helly’s theorem yields the
existence of a subsequence {uAi: f,t)} convergmg in L\oc to a function u(-,t) m L°° nBV for
each fixed f Bya diagonalization argument we obtain the existence of a further subsequence, still
denoted by {uAtj {-, t)}, which converges for all t in some dense countable subset of (O ,T). By
appealmg to (c), we obtain convergence for all t in (O ,T). Summing up, for any given sequence
{At} tending to zero, there exists a subsequence {Atj} and a limit function u such that
(60)
We now prove our main convergence theorem:
Theorem 4.1 ([100]). Suppose u 0 EL 1 n L°° n BV. Then the operaior splitting solution uAi
converges in L 1 1oc (IIt) to the umque classical solution of the Cauchy problem (50) as At —> 0.
Proof We will show that the limit in (60) is a weak solution of (50). To this end, fix a test
function <j) E Cq°(M x [O,T] such that f\t-T 0, and define a new test function by
Let
Since vn {t ) satisfies the hyperbolic problem (51) in the sense of distributions on M m x (0, At) with
initial data un , the following integral equality holds
(61)
where we have used the substitution r 2(t—in ) and introduced the short-hand notation un+l / 2 =
S-f(At)un . Similarly, let
J {S-( {t 2 )vo - S-f dx < Const • 11^(1x00^2—<i(.
J {'H{t2)wo 'H{ti)wo)<j) dx = j eAw{x,t) dx
< Const • l \ L °° \t 2 - *i|j
j(uAt {x,t2 ) - u At {x,ti))(j)dx < Const  (||ø|| L «. + max||^a.j.|| L «,)|i 2 -
tj —> u in Lloc {UT ) as j -+ 00.
<p(x,t) = <j)(x,
vn {t) = Sf {t)un , t G (0, At).
j J t (j> + dtdx
1 f (
-2J JQ [vn (y T)dT p{x,T + -2t n ) +f{vn {r))  + 2tn drdx
= 2 jun^x,n+i/Mx-\ J un (p{x,t n ) dx,
Wn {t) = n{t)un+ 1/2 , f G (0, A/).
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Since wn {t ) satisfies the parabolic problem (52) in the sense of distributions on M m x (0, At) with
initial data un+l l 2 , the following integral equality holds
~2 J J {wn ( T)dT lf{x ,T 2tn+i/ 2 ) + £Wn(r)A(p(x,T +2tn+ i/ 2 )j drdx
= 2 / un+lHx ,tn+i)dx - i j un+l/2<f){x,tn+l/2)dx,
(62)
where we have used the substitution r = 2(t-tn+l/2 ). Adding together (61) and (62), multiplying
with 2, and summing the result over all n = 0,..., N- 1, where NAt= T, yields
(63)
where yn = Xn{x,t) is the characteristic function of the set M m x [t n ,tn+ l/ 2 ] • Since yn (x,f) -
in L 2 (IIt), we can pass to the limit in (63) and obtain
(64)
Since <f> was arbitrary, it follows that the limit u is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (50).
Finally, following Olemik [l24], we can actually show that this weak solution is a classical solution
possessing the necessary smoothness for t > 0. This concludes the proof.  
The analysis presented above is due to Karlsen and Risebro [loo], A refined analysis can be
found in [99, 66, 87]. The refined analysis shows that the weak truncation error | C{u\ <j>)\ (see (64))
is of order o{y/At) when u 0 £ BV . For a sufficiently smooth initial function, it is possible to
improve this to |£(u;ø)| = O(At), see [27]. Karlsen and Lie [96] have analysed operator splitting
for convection-diffusion equations with variable coefficients and a source term. Similar convergence
results hold for fully discrete operator splitting algorithms. For example, we can replace the
hyperbolic solution operator (t) by front tracking and the parabolic solution operator 7i(t) by
an explicit or implicit Central difference method, see, e.g., [96, 100] for details.
Remark 4.1. It should be noted that if the numerical method for 7i[t) is chosen properly, our
numencal solution algorithm ts unconditionally stable in the sense that the time siep At is not
hmited by the space discretization Ax, i.e., no CFL type condition is associated with the algorithm.
Hence, whenever the “physics” of the problem allows for it, large time steps can be used in the
simulations.
Let us for a while restrict our attention to the one-dimensional convection-diffusion problem
(65) diU -f dx f{u) = edx {d{u)dx u), u{x, 0) = u 0 (x),
where also a nonlinear diffusion function d{-) > 0 has been included. The standard operator
splitting algorithm for (65) takes the form
(66) uAt {x,nAt) = [H{ At) o Sf {At)] n u o { x )
where Sz (t) is the solution operator of the hyperbolic equation
(67) dt v + dx f{v) =O,
and 7i{t) is the solution operator of the parabolic equation
(68) dt w = edx {d{w)dx w).
Evje and Karlsen [66] have analysed operator splitting for nonlinear, possibly strongly degen
erate, convection-diffusion initial value problems, see also [B7]. A similar analysis can be found
[ [ (- u Atdt (j) + eu&tAø) dtdx
N 1 * rt n+ 1
L, / / «A.W + 2x„/(«at )-W + e2(l-x„ )«a«Aø N) dtdx
n=o j 7
+ J uo{x)(f)(x,0) dx = 0,
£(m; (p ) JJ (udt <f> + f{u ) •Vø + dtdx + J uo(x)<f)(x, 0) dx =O.
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in Biirger, Evje, and Karlsen [27] for various initial-boundary valne problems. The analysis in
the degenerate case is similar to the one presented above. Of course, in the case of parabolic de
generacy, we have to show that the approximate solution uAt defined in (66) converges to a limit
function u that satisfies the conditions of Defmition 3.2, or Definition 3.3 in the case of strong
degeneracy. We will not go into all details about the analysis of (66) in the (strongly) degenerate
case, see instead [66]. Here we only discuss the condition
(69)
where D{-) is defined in (26). Suppose u At —u in AoC (nT) as At —* 0. Then we would like
to show that u satisfies condition (69). Below we sketch an argument which leads to (69) under
the assumption that all functions are sufficiently regular. For details in the general (non-smooth)
case, we refer to [66].
Introduce the two sequences {ftAt} and
Since obviously
we conclude that
Multiplying the equation for uAt on M x (t n ,tn+i) by uAt , integrating over IIT , and then integrating
by parts in space, we get (recall that un+l/' 2 (At)un )
WgAtWii —JJ £d{uAt )[dx UAtY dtdx Ij edx [d{uAt )dx uAi )uAt dtdx
where we have, without loss of generality, assumed that {d{uAt )dx UAt)uAt -*• 0 as |æ| ->• 00.
Since the operators (t) and 'H{t) both are L 1 contractive, we know that ||wAt(-, YWI I <
||«At(-, o)||xi - Thus since uAt is uniformly bounded and the initial function is integrable, the first
term is clearly bounded independent of At,
Exploiting the L 1 Lipschitz continuity of i and again that u A f is bounded, we obtain for the
second term that
From (70) and (71) we conclude that the following L 2 {Ut) bound is valid
( 72 ) \\9At\\ L i < M{T),
where M{T) is a hnite constant independent of r/. By virtue of (72) we conclude that {gAt} is
weakly compact in L 2qc {Wt). Without loss of generality, we may assume that the entire sequence
d,D(u) e Lfoc(nT),
|wa*OM)= [H{t - t n ) Osf (At)]un , (x,t) €M x (tn ,tn+l ),
\øa*OM) = V£d{uAt)dx uAt , (x,t) E M x (t n ,tn+l ).
~ uAt {-,t)\\ L i = o{y/At)
vat uin L 11oc (IIt) as At —* 0.
- U dtdX = E /((fi"l,=l . +l ) 2 -(“A.|n— 0 J
\Y, /([(«" +I ) 2 - (m”) 2 ] + [(m") 2 - («" +I/2 ) 2]) dxn= o J 7
5 / [(« A') 2 - (u 0 ) 2 ] dx+ i I [(«"+ 1 '' 2 ) 2 - (u") 2 ] <fø =: /, +J2
( 7°) l 7il<2||«“||i»||«°|U. =0(1).
N-\
( 71 ) \h\ < ||uo ||l~ ll«S/ (A*)un ~ 1 = 0{l)T.
n O
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[g&t] converges weakly in LfQC {UT ) to a function g. Let G be defined such that dG{u)/du =
\Jed(u) and let f> be a test function. We can then calculate
- jj {—G{u)dx (j)) dtdx =jj -——dx u(j) dtdx =jj r{u)dx u<j) dtdx, r{ u) = y/ed{u).
Consequently, we have shown that r{u)dx u exists in the sense of distributions in L12oc (Il7’). Finally,
from the facts that u e L°°{llT ), r{u)dx u G Lfoc (nT ), and (41), we get d{u)dxu% Lfoc ( HT ), see
[lso] for details. Thus (69) holds.
Although the operator splitting algorithms converge to the solution of the underlying problem
as various discretization parameters tend to zero, it turns out that splitting approximations are
too diffusive near self-sharpening fronts, at least when the splitting step At is large. We next
present a numerical example that conhrms this claim.
Example 4.1 (Operator Splitting). This example is taken from Karlsen and Risebro [loo]. We
consider Burgers ’ equation; that is, f{u ) = \u2 and d{u) = u in (65). This equation, mtroduced hy
Burgers [3l] in 1940, represents a simplified model of the m ore comphcated Navier-Stokes equations
and captures som e of the essential features of incompressible fluid dynamics; namely, a nonhnear
convection term and a viscous diffusion term. The Burgers equation has a time mdependeni
solution given hy
(73)
so that it is well suited as a test case. The solution (73) corresponds to the case where the hyperbohc
equation (67) would have a shock solution. We can also find an exphcit solution in the case where
the hyperbohc equation has a rarefaction wave solution, which corresponds to initial data of the
form.
By applying the Hopf-Cole transform, one finds that the solution is
In Figure 4, we show the operator splitting Solutions at time T = l for both the “shock case” and
the “rarefaction case”. In this example, we use front tracking (see §5.2) to solve (67) and the
Galerkm method (see §6.2) to solve (68). The most notable feature of these computations is the
poor performance of the splitting algonthm m the shock case. The error turns out to be largely
mdependeni of the size of At in the rarefaction case, but it is very sensitive to the choice of At m
the shock case. One should note that the error contnbution in the shock case is due to the temporal
splitting, and not the spatial discretization.
In view of Example 4.1, it can be tempting to conclude that operator splitting is a technique
that is not particularly well suited to use with hyperbohc solvers that allow for large time steps.
However, as we are about to learn, this is not the case! To better understand the (nonlinear)
mechanisms behind the splitting error, one should bear in mind 01emik’s entropy condition, see
Theorem 3.2. As we saw in Example 4.1, when At is larger than the diffusion scale e, the standard
splitting algorithm is too diffusive near the (self-sharpening) front. In view of 01emik’s theorem,
this splitting error is simply a manifestation of the entropy condition being taken into account in
the convection step. The entropy condition introduces a local convexification of /( ) representing
the entropy loss associated with the shock in the hyperbohc solution. In other words, the operator
splitting solution does not take into account the convex shape of the flux function, which in turn
determines the self-sharpening nature of the (parabolic) front.
Luckily, the part of the flux function that is neglected (the entropy loss) can be identified as a
residuai flux term. For instance, assume that the solution of Burgers’ equation is a moving steep
£ l (f) t t t i t l l
jj g{x,t)(j){x,t) dtdx = &// dx G{u^ t )4> dtdx = {-G(u&t )dx (f>) dtdx
= \ { <f) ' j~— (p (u )
u{x,t ) = tanh j ,
,nA . , , j -1, for x < 0(' 4 )
[ 1 , for x > 0
, g{-x,t) - g{x,t) i±2£. rft+ x\
u{x,t) = ——, g(x, t) = e erfci —==
g{-x,t) + g{x,t) J \y/Aet'
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FIGURE 4. Exact Solutions (dotted line) versus OS Solutions (piecewise constant). The
shock case (left) and the rarefaction case (right) are both calculated with Ar = 0.01, At = 0.5,
and £ = 0.01. Observe that there is a signihcant amount of splitting error in the shock case due
to the large time step.
front (as in Example 4.1) and that the hyperbolic solver produces a discontinuity with left and
right limits v 1 and vr respectively. We can then identify the entropy loss associated with this
shock as a residual flux term of the form
(75) fres=f-fc.
Here, fc = fc {v;vl ,vr ) denotes the correct envelope (dictated by the entropy condition) of / in
the interval bounded by v 1 and vr , i.e.,
, , i r \ \ the lower convex envelope of f between v 1 and v r , if v 1 < vr ,
( lb) jc [v ; v , v ) = < ’ ’
(the upper concave envelope of f between vr and vl , if v 1 > v r .
There are two ways to take the residual flux term /res into account; that is, there are iwo ways to
correct or counterbalance the splitting error. We can, for instance, perform a separate correction
step after the diffusion step. Correction is then realized by solving the “residual” equation
( 77 ) dt v + dx fres {v) = 0
over a time interval (0, r), where r > 0 is some parameter that has to be chosen. Hence, instead
of (66), we rely on a algorithm of the form (see Karlsen and Risebro [99])
where C(r) is the solution operator of (77), also called the correction operator. Note that when
T 0, (78) reduces to the standard splitting defined in (66). The residual equation (77) represents
the entropy loss generated in the convection step. The purpose of the correction step in (78) is to
counterbalance the entropy loss so that the correct width of the self-sharpening front is ensured.
Another approach is to mclude the residual term in the equation modelling diffusion; that is,
instead of solving the equation (68), we solve
(79) df WT dx fres (w)x = edx {d(w)dx w),
thereby yielding a splitting algorithm of the form (see Karlsen et al. [9s])
(80) uAt {x,nAt)= [Vf-iAt)oSf (At)] n u o {x),
where Vfr'*{t) is the solution operator associated with (79). The point is that equation (79)
contains the information needed to produce the correct width of the self-sharpening front. Since
(80) does not involve the undetermined parameter r that has to be “tuned”, algorithm (80) is the
most important one for applications and is the one that we put foremost in these notes.
(78) uAt {x,nAt)= [C{T)o7i{At)oSf {At)] n uoix), r > 0,
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Note that the residual term /res is “small”. In fact, following [99], it is not difficult to prove
the estimate
where «ai is defined in (78) or (80). Thus, (79) is much closer to being self adjoint than the original
equation (65). This means that any iterative procedure will be more efficient for (79) than (65),
and the numerical approximation properties will be better [lO, 54]. Equation (79) may also be
seen as an optimal upwind form of the original equation (65), where the amount of upwinding is
determined by the mathematical model. Standard upwinding depends on the mesh size chosen for
the problem, which may give severe grid orientation effects. A convection term determined by fc
in (75) gives a mass conserving upwinding and produces virtually no grid orientation effects [47].
It also produces a very good hrst approximation for (79). Within an iterative splitting strategy,
the efhciency of the algorithm depends on the form chosen for fc . A Riemann solver will give
very accurate splittings because they provide “exact” information about the hyperbolic structure
of the problem, see Example 4.2 below. Less accurate choices of fc may give a simpler hyperbolic
problem, but give a less efficient solution algorithm for the parabolic equation (79), see [Bo].
We have explained how to identify the entropy loss, i.e., the residual flux term, when the
hyperbolic solution consists of a single shock wave. To describe the construction of a residual
flux term in the general case, we assume that / G Lipi oc is piecewise linear with a finite number
of breakpoints and that un is piecewise constant with a finite number of jumps. The reason
for making these assumptions is that the exact solution ( t)un also will be piecewise
constant with a finite number of jumps, see Theorem 5.1 in §5.2. Furthermore, the exact solution
can be constructed by the front tracking method described in §5.2. In what follows, we
suppress the time level dependency. The residual flux terms (associated with time level t n = nAt)
can be constructed as follows: Observe that each jump in the solution v{-,t) is a shock obeying
01einik's entropy condition, (see Theorem 3.2). Suppose that the function is piecewise
constant on a finite number of intervals with entropy satisfying discontinuities located at {x k }.
Let vk+l denote the value of vin [x fc ,x fc+l ), and let {{yk ,yk )} be a sequence of pairs of spatial
positions chosen so that x k G ( y\ , yk ) and yk < yk+l for all k. Then we define the residual flux as
r / f;i _ f /(*>) - fc {v ; k), for x G [y\,yk ) and v G [vk , vk+l ],
for x G [yk , yk ) and v [v k ,vk+l ],
(81)
where fc {v;k ) denotes the correct envelope of / restricted to [vk ,vk+l], see (76). In an actual
implementation, all shocks with strength below a certain threshold are disregarded, i.e., we switch
off all residual fluxes for which ?A +1 | is less than some (small) constant. Furthermore, we
enlarge the spatial support of the nonzero residual fluxes, see Figure 5. Of course, equipped with
the residual flux (81) we are free to choose either one of the corrected splitting algorithms defined
in (78) and (80). We refer to [99] for further details about the residual flux.
The idea of using a residual flux term in the diffusion step was introduced by Espedal and
Ewing [sB], and further developed and anaiysed by Dahle, Espedal, and their collaborators [44,
45, 48, 46, 47] in the context of reservoir simulation. In many reservoir flow problems, the residual
flux term may change on a very slow time scale compared with the convection scale. This may be
true even for heterogeneous models [6o]. This means that just a few of the parabolic corrections
may be needed in a given time interval. This can give a far more efficient computer code if an
efficient hyperbolic solver is available. For such fairly stable flow problems, a reasonable residual
flux term can often be derived a priori by solving a single Riemann problem. For instance, to solve
the convection-diffusion problem in Example 4.1 these authors would use an operator splitting
algorithm in which the convection step is to solve the (almost linear) hyperbolic equation
(82)
J | /res (t<At(;Mn))| dx = OXy/At)
dt v + dx fc {v) = 0
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FIGURE 5. Left: Solution from a convection step where four shocks are identified in the
spatial domain. Right: The corresponding residual flux functions: fiux function (dash dotted), ’
envelope function (dotted), and residual flux function (solid).
and the nonlinear diffusion equation (79), see Dahle [44] for further details. Using operator
notation, their algorithm can be stated as
A fundamental difference between (83) and (80) is that (83) employs an a priori flux splitting;
f fc~b/resj whereas (80) does not. The flux splitting is supposed be such that fc represent most
of the transport effects present in the original problem (65). If this is the case, then the modified
method of characteristics [s6] can be applied to (82) without severe time step restrictions, see §5.1
for further details. Moreover, the splitting algorithm defined in (83) has the advantage of giving
the correct size of the shock layers, see Example 4.2 below. Following the method of proof that
yielded Theorem 4.1, one can also show that the splitting algorithm defined in (83) converges to
the solution of the underlying problem as At —<• 0.
Of course, an a priori construction of a reasonable residual flux /res is not possible for general
problems, and new ideas were introduced by Karlsen and Risebro [99], and further developed and
analysed by Karlsen et al. [95, 96, 98, 68, 22], which lead to the corrected operator algorithms
defined in (78) and (80). To easily distinguish between the standard splitting algorithm defined
in (66) and the more sophisticated splitting algorithms defined in (80) and (83), we refer to (66)
as operator splitting (OS), whereas (80) and (83) are referred to as corrected operator splitting
(GOS) algorithms (we do not use (78) in these notes).
An extension of the corrected splitting algorithm defined in (80) to systems of convection
diffusion equations can be found in Natvig [l23] and [49]. Concernmg algorithm (83), we only
point out that it is not as easily extendible to systems of equations as (80). This is due to the fact
that it is not easy to produce a reasonable flux splitting for a system of equations.
We next present an example that demonstrates the corrected splitting algorithm defined in
(83), and how one can derive a reasonable splitting of the convective flux / into two parts.
Example 4.2 (Corrected Operator Splitting/Flux Splitting). We consider the convection-diffusion
problem (65) with fluxes
A ote that the flux function /(•) is non-convex and that the diffusion function d{-) is nonlinear
and has a two-pomt degeneracy; that is, d(0) = d(l) = 0. Constder a fluid m a one-dimensional
(83) uAt (x,nAt) = [Pftss (At) o Sfc {At)] n uo {x).
, QA . „ N w3 (l - 10(1 - n) 3 )
(64) fi U ) = —V3 + (l_u)3  <*(«) = 4«{l-u),
ant/ Riemann initial data
. fO, for x < 0.65,u(x, 0) = < ~
[l, for x > 0.65.
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homogeneous porous medium consisting of iwo immiscible phases; a wetting phase , say, water and
a non-wetimg phase, say, oil. Let u denote the water saturation (and thus l— u the oil saturation)
Then the partial differential equation modelhng the immiscible displacement of oil by water, under
the influence of gravity, is of the form (65) with /(•) and d{-) given, e.g., as m (84).
To construct a conveciive flux splitting, we first note that the correpsonding hyperbohc problem ,
(85)
where fc denotes the lower convex envelope of f restricted to the interval [o,l] and (/')~ 1 the
mverse of its derivative. Havmg the piecewise smooth solution (85) in mind, we define the flux
splitting by letting /res —f fc ; consult Figure 6 (left).
We are gomg to compare OS and COS Solutions constructed by the algonthms defined in (66)
and (83), respectively. 7n(83), we use the modified method of characieristics to solve (82) and
the Petrov-Galerkin method to solve (79), In (66), we use front tracking (see 15.2) to solve (67)
and fimte differences (see §6.1) to solve (68). Solutions are computed up to time T = 0.5 and
the scahng parameter e is set to 0.01. In Figure 6 (middle) we show the OS calculation on the
interval [o,2] using Ax = 0.01 and At = 0.5. In Figure 6 (right) we show the corresponding COS
calculation. As was the case in Example f.l, we see that OS produces too diffusive fronts when At
is large. On the other hand , with the same At, we see that COS resolves the two fronts correctly.
FIGURE 6. Left: The flux function (solid) and the flux splitting (dottedand dashdot). Middle:
Exact solution versus OS using 1 time step and 200 mesh points. Middle: The exact solution
versus COS using 1 time step and 200 mesh points. We see that COS’ temporal splitting error
is negligible compared with OS.
We now turn our attention to corrected operator splitting for multi-dimensional problems.
Provided that one is equipped with a reasonable flux splitting, algorithm (83) remains the same
for multi-dimensional problems, see §5.1 and §6.2 for further details. On the other hand, algorithm
(80) is genuinely one-dimensional. But there are two obvious ways of generalising it to several
space dimensions; namely, the method of streamlines or the method of dimensional splitting. Here
we will rely on the latter approach. The streamline approach will be considered elsewhere.
For simplicity of notation, we only consider the two-dimensional problem
(86)
q ,qr/ \ n , „ > JO, for x< 0.65,
dt v + dx f{v) =O, v{x,o )= <
\l, for x > 0.65,
admits a travelling wave solution v(x,t ) = v{x/t) of the form
[o, fo< /'(0),
“(f) = 1 (/é) -1 (f)• /<” 6 [/^(0)./'(l)],
(l, /»r£fi>/;(l),
f dt u + dx f{u) + dy g(u) = eAu, (x, y, t) eM 2 x ( 0, T),
\u{x, y, 0) = « 0 (æ, y), (x,y)eM 2 .
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The generalisation to higher dimensions (and more general diffusion functions) is straightforward.
Consider a uniform Cartesian grid defined by the nodes {(z’Aæ, jAy)}, where Ax,Ay are given
positive numbers and i, j G A. Let 7r be the usual grid block averaging operator defined on this
grid, that is,
where zitj is grid block number (ij) with lower left-hand corner in (iAxJAy). Let fSi g 6 G Lipioc
be piecewise linear approximations to /, y, respectively. Let un denote the fully discrete corrected
splitting solution at some positive time t = nAt, u° = 7ru o . We next explain how to construct un+l
from un . The idea is to use dimensional splitting coupled with the corrected operator splitting
defined in (80) to solve one-dimensional equations.
x-sweep: Let v{x, At; y) be the front tracking solution (see §5.2) at time f = At to the hyperbolic
problem
(88)
Note that y only acts as a parameter in (88). Next, construct the residual flux function /res (æ, v; y)
with respect to the constant values taken by v{x,At;y). Let w{x,At;y) be the solution at time
t = At to the parabolic problem
computed using, e.g., an explicit or implicit Central difference method (see §6.1).
y-sweep: Let v{y, At; x) be the front tracking solution at time t = At to the hyperbolic problem
Note that x only acts as a parameter in (90). Next, construct the residual flux function gres{y , v; x)
with respect to the constant values taken by v{y, At; x). Let w{y, At; x) be the difference solution
at time t = At to the parabolic problem
In terms of approximate solution operators, the corrected operator splitting solution of (101)
at time t = T can be given by the composition
where V9l^'y , Sg6,y , T>/re!,ar , and Sfé ’ x denote the solution operators associated with the problems
(91), (90), (89), and (88), respectively.
Remark 4.2. Observe that by tgnonng the residual terms in the diffusion steps (89) and (91),
the resultmg standard operator splitting algonthm is shghtly different than (53). It can also be
shown that this algonthm converges to the solution of (86).
Remark 4.3. The stability result in Theorem 3.3 provides us with an estimate of the error con
tnbution coming from the flux approximatxon used in (92). Let u and u& denote the Solutions of
the parabolic problem (86) with flux functions f,g and ff,,gb, respectively. Suppose f,g G Lipioc
are piecewise C 2, then the piecewise linear approximations fs,gs can be chosen so that
Consequently, using (30), we get
(87) txu{x,y) - u{x,y)dxdy, V(x,y) E zifj
(dt v + dx f6 {v) =O, (x,t) eMx {t > o},
\v(x, 0; y) - u n {x\y), xGI.
idt w + dx fres (x,w,y) = ed%w, (x,t) Elx{<>o},
|w(ar,o;y) = v{x, At;y), x E M,
( 90) \dtv + dy g6 {y) =O, (y,t) Gix {f >0),
\v{y, 0; x) = (trw{-, At; -))(y; x), i/G®.
\dt w + dy gres {y, w; x) = ed~w, {y, t) GMx {t > o},
\w{y, 0; x) = v{y, At; x), j/61.
The solution at time t=(n + 1)Atis defined as 'un+l =ttw{-, At;-).
(92) /= \v9^’y {At)oSgs ’ y {At) oVf^’x {At)oSfs ’x {At)] N u°,
/- Mlup, \\gffallup =
IK, <)-««(•, <)lli.
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Example 4.3 (Corrected Operator Splitting)
Consider (86) with flux functions of the form.
This example is taken from Karlsen et al. [9s].
and initial data
The solution is computed on the domam [-1.5, 1.5] x [-1.5, 1.5] up to time T 0.5. We use
6 0.01 for the flux approximations. The reference solution is computed with OS (as defined in
(92) with the residual fluxes set to zero) using a 1600 x 1600 grid and ffl time steps (cfl = 2.0).
Figure 7 a) shows a contour plot of the solution ohtained by OS using 5 time steps. The shock
layer, but also the rarefaction area, is too wide. Note also the presence of a small artificial, almost
vertical shock layer on the left-hand side of the peak. This is a result of the dimenswnal splitting ,
which is not able to completely resolve the dynamics of the problem. In Figure 7 b) we have used
10 time steps. The artificial shock layer has now (nearly) disappeared, and the resolution of the
physical shock layers is shghtly nnproved. Figure 8 a) shows the solution obtained hy COS (as
defined in (92 )) using 5 time steps. The shock layer is of correct size, but as in Figure 7 a) the
artificial shock layer is present. In Figure 8 b) the number of time steps has been doubled , and the
solution is now in good correspondence with the reference solution.
Figure 7. 2-D example. a) OS: 200*200 grid, CFL = 22.1, b) OS; 200*200 grid, CFL = 11.0
c) Reference solution on a 1600*1600 grid, CFL = 2.0.
Figure 8. 2-D example. a) COS: 200*200 grid, CFL = 22.1. b) COS: 200*200 grid,
CFL = 11.0. c) Reference solution on a 1600*1600 grid, CFL 2.0.
2
/(u) =u2 + _ u) 2’ 3{u) = /(«)(1 - 5(1 - uf),
fl, for x 2 +y2 < 0.5,
w = <
[O, otherwise.
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5. Hyperbolic Solvers
Our numerical algorithms for solving the saturation equation (6) is based on splitting this
convection-diffusion equation into a hyperbolic equation modelling convection and a (degenerate)
parabolic equation modelling diffusion, see §4 for details. In the following we will describe two
different methods for constructing the solution of the hyperbolic equation, see [79, 90, 105, 113, 146]
for other alternatives. Numerical methods for the parabolic equation are presented in §6.
5.1. The Modified Method of Characteristics. The modified method of characteristics for
linear convection-diffusion problems was introduced by Douglas and Russell [s6]. This method
was then extended to nonlinear problems by Espedal and Ewing [sB]. To describe the modified
method of characteristics [sB], we consider the nonlinear convection-diffusion problem
where C M m , m = 1,2, 3, q{x) is a source term, and the flux vector F{x, u) is given as f{u)v +
fg{u)KVh (see §2). We assume that the initial function u 0 is monotonically decreasing from 1 to
0 in each space direction. The solution of (93) is supposed to satisfy the boundary condition
where n is the outer normal vector to dQ,. In view of the operator splitting rnethodology described
in §4, the idea is to use a flux splitting to separate out the transport part of (93). We then apply
the modified method of characteristics to the transport problem and a Petrov-Galerkin method
to the parabolic residual problem (see §6.2). The resulting solution algorithm for (93), which is a
variant of the corrected operator splitting algorithm defined in (83), is demonstrated in §7.
We have some freedom in the construction of the flux splitting. To simplify the presentation,
we assume that the gravity term fg (u)KVh is completely included in the residual flux, which gives
a uniform splitting. A flux splitting based on the complete flux function F{x,u), on the other
hand, will give a non-uniform splitting which is space dependent. The uniform and non-uniform
splittings are discussed by Hansen and Espedal [Bo] and Frøysa [74],
Assuming that / ; ffi >H:is a S-shaped function, the entropy weak solution of the corresponding
hyperbolic problem (with a decreasing uq)
develops a discontinuity with top shock value u = us and bottom shock value u = 0. Consistent
with the entropy condition, u s may be determined by the Buckley-Leverett condition
We assume that the initial profile u 0 represents a shock solution. Equipped with this simplified




Let us divide the time mterval (O,T) into time slabs (<„_!,<„), n = 1,. .., TV, where t Q =O,
Ti and At =tn fn _i is the time step. For n = 1,. .., N, we will construct an approximate
(dtu +V • F{x, u) =eV • (d{x, u)V«) + q{x), {x, t) €fi x (0, T)
\«(®, o) = « 0 («), x ett,
(94) (F{x,u) - ed{x,u)Wu)  n= 0, x G dQ,
(dt u +v- (/(«)«) =O, (x,t) eft x (o,T)
\m(x, 0) = Uq(x) , X e
,:=^=/V).u s
/res(z, u) := b{x, u)u = F(x, w) - fc{u)v,
„ , x ) su, 0 < u < u s
JAU) ' = \
\f{ u), u s <u < 1
r ( j (f{u) ~ su)v + fg {u)KVh, 0< u < u s ,Jres[%, U) S
|/j(u)/IV/i, < u < 1.
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solution of (93) at time i tn . This will be done by a splitting procedure which alternates
between solving a hyperbolic problem and parabolic residual problem. The hyperbolic problem is
(96)
vvhere lis the approximate solution of (93) at the previous time level t = t n _ i, see §6.2. The
residual problem is treated in §6.2. Integrating backwards along the characteristics, we get
(97)
The characteristic solution of (96) is unique and consists of a rarefaction wave and a shock wave.
The integration can be made more accurate by using local time stepping within each global time
slab see [7o] for details. This is especially important for heterogeneous models.
Finally, the approximate solution of (93) at time level t = tn is taken as the solution of
the parabolic residual problem with initial data wn_l . This solution is constructed with a Petrov-
Galerkin finite element method, see §6.2 for details.
It is well known that the characteristic procedure described above will give a small mass error.
This error may be removed by introducing a ELLAM discretization. The Eulerian-Lagrangian
localised adjoint method (ELLAM) of Celia et al. [33] is a general characteristic-based numerical
solution procedure that applies to a variety of convection-diffusion type equations. In particular,
ELLAM provides a consistent framework for treating general boundary conditions and maintaining
mass conservation. Several authors [33, 136, 71, 73, 147, 154, 155] have developed ELLAM methods
for the solution of one-dimensional linear equations with general inflow and outflow boundary
conditions, while nonlinear equations are addressed by Dahle et al. [4B]. The method has also
been extended to problems containing reactive terms [34, 72], The asymptotic convergence analysis
and optimal-order error estimates for ELLAAI methods have been obtained by Ewing and Wang
[7l, 155]. While all of these works have been restricted to one spatial dimension, some research
have been carried out on multidimensional problems. Russell and Trujillo [l37] and Binning [l7]
have addressed various issues in multidimensional ELLAM methods. Wang [ls2] has developed
an ELLAM simulator to solve two-dimensional linear equations with general inflow and outflow
boundary conditions, see also [ls3]. Moreover, he has also proved optimal-order error estimates
for the ELLAM scheme and performed different numerical experiments. Some of the results have
been reported in [7l, 73].
5.2. Front Tracking Methods. We first describe a front trackmg method for constructing ap
proximate Solutions to the one-dimensional hyperbolic problem
(98)
The front tracking method was first introduced by Dafermos [42] and later used as a computational
tool by many authors. In particular, Holden, Holden, and Høegh-Krohn [B6, 85] proved that
the method was well-defined and developed it into a numerical method. Front tracking was later
extended to systems of equations by Risebro [l32], see also Risebro and Tveito [133, 134], Lie [lls]
recently extended the front tracking method to hyperbolic equations with a variable coefficient.
Various implementation issues are discussed by Langseth [ll2]. Analysis of front tracking for
hyperbolic equations with a flux function that depends discontinuously on u can be found in
Gimse [76]. Front tracking for equations with a flux function that depends discontinuously on
the space variable is analysed in Gimse and Risebro [77], Klingenberg and Risebro [lO3, 104], and
Klausen and Risebro [lo2]. We refer to Holden and Risebro [9o] for an excellent introduction to
front tracking methods, see also Lie’s thesis [ll6].
The front tracking method for (98) determines exact Solutions within the dass of step functions
to a perturbed conservation law. For the moment, let us suppose that uq is piecewise constant and
jdT u := dt u + fc{u)v  Vw= 0, (æ,2) E x (^ n -i, t n ),
0) = u7^~ 1 (x), iGO,
fx =x Atf'(un Mi),
{ri"- 1 =
f dt u + Bxf[u)8x f[u) =O, {x, t) Élx (0, T),
|w(x, 0) = u 0 (x), xER.
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/is continuous and piecewise linear with breakpoints at {u°,.. ~uN }. Observe that each jump
in the initial data uq defmes a Riemann problem; that is, (98) with data of the form
The solution of the Riemann problem generally consists of both rarefaction waves and shock waves.
If the flux function is piecewise linear, the solution can be found by the technique outlined below.
Consider the Riemann problem with u l —u°< ur = uN . Let fc denote the lower convex
envelope of / restricted to the interval [u 1 ,v r ]
Let u° <u 1 <••• < uM be such that
see (76). Since f is piecewise linear then so is fc .
\u°, ..., uM } C {u°,..., uN },
and such that fc is linear in each interval [u\uz+l ]. The solution of the Riemann problem with
left state u 1 —u° and right state ur —uN is then given by
(99)
where s 1 is the Rankine-Hugoniot shock speed,
and fi = f{ul ). When u l >ur there is an similar formula involving the upper concave envelope.
Note that since the flux function is piecewise linear, there are no rarefaction waves and each
Riemann problem leads to a series of discontinuities propagating in the {x, t) - plane. The global
solution of the perturbed problem (98) is obtained by connecting the Solutions of the local Riemann
problems defined by the piecewise constant initial data. This solution is well-defined until two
or more discontinuities internet at some point. Then we have what is called a shock collision.
A shock collision defines a new Riemann problem with left and right states given by the values
immediately to the left and to the right of the colliding discontinuities. By solving this Riemann
problem, the global solution is determined until the next shock collision occurs, and so on. We may
continue in this fashion and thereby advance the (exaet) solution up to any positive time. Holden,
Holden, and Høegh-Krohn [B6, 85] proved that this construction, which we call front trackmg, is
well-defined in the sense that there is a finite number of steps in the algorithm, even for infinite
time. More precisely, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 5.1 ([B6, 85, 90]). Suppose thai uq is a piecewise constant function with a finite number
of discontinuities. Let f G Lipioc be a piecewise linear function with a finite number of breakpoints.
Then the problem (98) has an entropy weak solution u{-,t) which is piecewise constant for each
fixed t > 0 and takes values in the set {uq(x)} U {the breakpoints of f}. The solution u(-,t) can be
constructed by front trackmg m a finite number of steps for any t > 0.
In the general case (arbitrary / and Wq), the front tracking method consists in replacing /
by a suitable piecewise linear approximation f$ G Lipioc and uq by a suitable piecewise constant
approximation «o,Ar- Here, 6 > 0 denotes the polygonal approximation parameter and Ax the
spatial discretization parameter. Then this perturbed problem is solved according to the procedure
outlined above. We denote the front tracking solution by where A = (Az,<s).
Remark 5.1. Note that there is no time step (or CFL condiiion) associated with the front tracking
method, and it introduces no artificial diffusion since a grid is only used to specify the initial data.
Ju1 , x <O,
Mx) = < r
[w , x> 0.
ti° = t* o , uM =uN
{u1 , X < s°t
u\ tt <x < si+l t, i= 1, 1,
ur , X >
? = fcl =/;(“ +). ••=o N-i
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Let us denote the front tracking solution by u A , where A = (<5, Ax). We have the following
estimates:
(100)
Thanks to estimates (a)-(c) in (100), {uA } is bounded in BV{fC) for any compact set K C Hy.
Since BV is compactly imbedded into L l on compact sets, it is possible, after a diagonalization
procedure, to produce a subsequence that converges in L 11oc (IIt) to some limit u,
u e r(nT )nsb(nT ).
Equipped with this strong convergence and the fact that each u A is an entropy weak solution, it
follows that the limit u is also an entropy weak solution. We can sum up as follows:
Theorem 5.2 ([42, 86, 85, 118]). Suppose uq GL 1 C\BV and f G Lipioc - Then the front tracking
solution u A converges in L,1oc (IIt) to the umque entropy weak solution of (98) as A-+ 0. //, in
addition, f is piecewise C~ , then the following error estimate holds:
The first part of this theorem is proved by Dafermos [42] and also Holden, Holden, and Høegh-
Krohn [B6, 85]. If one chooses f$ and Uq iAx properly, the error estimate is a direct consequence of
the general stability result found in Theorem 3.1.
Remark 5.2. Using an approximation theorem of Tadmor [l42], one can obtain an improved
error estimate for the front tracking method. To this end, we must restrict ourselves to Lip +
bounded initial data u 0 and a stnctly convex flux function f. We then have (see [94] for a proof)
Recall that the norm ||u)(æ, f)||vy-i.i can be defined when f w(x,t) dx = 0 as
One should note that front tracking is second order accurate in the weak IT-1 ’ 1 norm.. This fact
is in contrast to most difference methods, which are typically first order accurate m this norm.
The front tracking method for a hyperbolic equation with a variable coefficient, i.e., dx f{u)
m (98) is replaced by v{x)dx f{u) for some smooth function v(x), is more or less the same. The
only difference is that the discontinuity lines x{t) in the [x,t] plane are no longer straight lines,
but given as Solutions of the differential equation x'{t) = v(x)s, where s is the Rankine-Hugoniot
shock speed s = fs{u l ) ff) [uT )/{ul ur ). By approximating the velocity v{x) by a piecewise
constant or piecewdse linear function, the differential equation can be solved explicitly and the
discontinuity lines x(t) given in closed form, we refer to Lie [lls] for details.
Holden and Risebro [B9] proposed to extend the front tracking method to multi-dimensional
equations by the means of dimensional splitting. For simplicity we consider the two-dimensional
case. A generalisation to higher dimensions is straightforward. Let us start with the semi-discrete
dimensional splitting method. Consider the two-dimensional hyperbolic problem
(101)
whose entropy weak solution is denoted by u(t) = S(t)u Q . Let v{t) = S^x (t)v0 and w{t)
S9,y {t)wo denote the entropy weak Solutions of the one-dimensional problems
f (a) ||ma(-,*)IU~ < ||«o||l~,
\ (b) ~ t)\sv < \uq\bV,
[(c) — 1 < C\t 2 <i|.
||w(•, T) wa( - , < Const •Ax + •8.
| u{-,T) ua(', T)\\ w ~i,\ < Const • Ax“ + Consty • 8 2 .
\™(x,t)\\ w -i,i = f w{£,t)d£J ~ OO t 1
f dt u + dx f{u) + dy g(u) =O, {x, y, t) € IIT =M2 x (0, T),
y. 0) = U o (x, y), (x,y)eM 2 ,
dtv + dx f{v) 0, v\t-Q vo,
dt w 4- dy g{w) =O, tu|t=o = w O .
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Then the semi-discrete dimensional splitting solution is defined as
(102) S{nAt)uo w lSa ' y {At)oSf ’ x (Ai)] n u o .
The semi-discrete algorithm (102) was proved to be convergent by Crandall and Majda [4o] using
a compactness argument. A convergence rate estimate for (102) was later proved independently
by Teng [l4s] and Karlsen [93] using Kuznetsov’s approximation theory [llo].
In applications, we replace the exact Solutions operator by front tracking. More precisely,
consider a uniform Cartesian grid defined by the nodes {(iAxJAy)}, where Az,Ay are given
positive numbers and i,j G Z. Let tt be the usual grid block averaging operator defined on
this grid, see (87). Furthermore, let fs and g 6 be piecewise linear approximations to f and
9, respectively, and Sh ' x {i) and S9 the corresponding one-dimensional solution operators.
Then the fully discrete dimensional splitting solution at time t= t n is defined as
where A = (Az, Ay, At, 6). The dimensional splitting method (103) consists in using front tracking
in the z-direction for a small time step At. Note that the front tracking solution will not necessarily
be piecewise constant on the original grid. The solution is therefore projected back onto this grid
before we apply front tracking in the r/-direction for a time step At, using the (projected) solution
computed in the z-direction as initial data, and so on.
Reinark 5.3. It should be noted that no CFL condition is associated with the numencal method
(103). Multi-dimensional computations using CFL numbers as high as 10- 20 (with satisfactory
results) have been reported, see Lie, Haugse, and Karlsen [ll7]. Computational results for multi
dimensional systems of equations can be found m Holden, Lie, and Risebro [BB] for the Euler
equations and Holdahl, Holden, and Lie [B4] for the shallow water equations.
With un u&(t n ), we introduce the short-hand notations
Note that we have only defined u&t at the discrete times tn . In between two consecutive discrete
times, we use the following time interpolant:
Theorem 5.3 ([B9, 93]). Suppose uq GLI fl L OO f] BV and f,gE Lipioc . Then the fully discrete
dimensional splitting solution converges in TjLoc (Il7’) to the umque entropy weak solution of
(101) as A  O. If, in addition, f,g are piecewise C 2, then the following error estimate holds:
The first part of this theorem was proved by Holden and Risebro [B9]. The error estimate is
due to Karlsen [93], see also Lie, Haugse, and Karlsen [ll7]. We refer to Lie [ll4] for the details
concerning the extension of the dimensional splitting method (103) to equations with variable
coeffkients (velocity fields). Finally, we mention that a reservoir simulator based on front tracking
methods is described in [l9, 20].
6. Parabolic Solvers
To solve convection-diffusion problems we use the operator splitting algorithms described in
§4. However, as we thoroughly explained in §4, it may become necessary to employ a correction
strategy (or a suitable flux splitting) to reduce the splitting error when the time step is large.
Hence the diffusion part of an operator splitting is not merely to solve a pure diffusion equation,
(103) uA (x, y,tn ) = [tt o S9ono Sfs ’x (At)] n 7ru0 ,
Un +l/2 =7T o Sh ' x {At)un , un+l =7r o Sge ' y {At)un+l^
(104) uA {x,y,t) = \ n" +112 ’ 1/2.
— ln,+l/2))un + i € (ln+l/2- ln+l)
Un+l , < = *„+,.
We have the following convergence results for (104):
Theorem 5.3 ([B9, 931). Suppose un GL 1 D L°° f] BV and f. a g T,in.„ Th^
li w (‘) T) wa(-, T)\\ii < ConstT • t + VAx + .
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but an equation containing both convection and diffusion terms. We thus need parabolic solvers
that are capable of solving general convection-diffusion equations.
Below we describe some finite difference methods and a Petrov-Galerkin finite element method.
The Petrov-Galerkin method is capable of solving convection-diffusion equations which may de
generate at some isoiated points, and is thus well suited for the reservoir simulation problems we
have in mind (see §2). The finite difference methods are capable of solving both degenerate and
strongly degenerate convection-diffusion equations. Consequently, operator splitting algorithms
based on finite differences for the parabolic updates can also be applied to mathematical models
containing strongly degenerate parabolic equations, see [27, 28].
6.1. Finite Difference Methods. Let us first consider the one-dimensional, possibly strongly
degenerate, convection-diffusion problem
(105)
where f,d> 0, u 0 are given, sufhciently regular functions. As we mentioned in §3, Solutions of (105)
can become discontinuous in finite time. For a given initial condition a plenitude of weak Solutions
may exist. Consequently, we need a selection mechanism an entropy condition to single out
the physical interesting weak solution, see §3 and Definition 3.3 for details. Evje and Karlsen
[64, 65, 67] have recently developed a convergence theory for a dass of finite difference methods
for problems such as (105). This theory, which, roughly speaking, states that any consistent,
conservative-form, monotone difference method converges to the physically correct solution of
(105), can be viewed as an direct extension of the classical monotone difference theory developed
by Harten, Hyman, and Lax [Bl] and Crandall and Majda [4l] for conservation laws.
Selecting a mesh size Ax > 0, a time step At > 0, and an integer N so that NAt = T, the
value of our difference approximation at (x, f) = (jAx,nAt) will be denoted by uj. To simplify
the notation, we introduce the difference operators
We consider consistent, conservative, monotone, (2p+ 1) - point finite-difference methods of the
form
(106)
where D{u) is defined in (26) and F[un \j ) = F{u Ij_p+l , . .., uj+p ) is the numerical flux associated
with the convection part of (105). The initial data for (106) is taken as
To make the methods (106) consistent with the convection-diffusion equation (105) it is sufhcient
to require that
The assumption of monotonicity guarantees that (106), when viewed as an algorithm of the form
has the property that S is a non-decreasing function of all its arguments.
Let us give an example of a three-point {p 1) monotone scheme. For a monotone flux /, the
upwind scheme is defined by
(107)
(dt u + dx f{u) = dx {d{u)dx u), (x,t) £UT= E x (O,T),
|w(x, 0) = it o (æ), iGI,
uj ~ uj~ + uj ~ /\ x (ui +1
~~~\i U’ + j) - A+ D(uJ)) =O,
I r{j + l)Ar
u°j =Xx JjA Mx) dx  
F(u, ..., u) f{u).
u;+i =s(U;%+l ,...,u?+p )=:s(«";j)
f( n . )= f/K"). «f>o.
y 1,1+ll \f{u]+l ), if /' <O.
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More generally, for a non-monotone flux /, the generalised upwind scheme of Engquist and Osher
is defined by
where
A simple calculation reveals that the upwind method and the generalised upwind method both
are monotone methods provided the following cfl type condition holds:
(108)
Let u A , A = (Ax, A/), be the interpolant of degree one associated with the discrete data points
{«”}; that is, u A interpolates at the vertices of each rectangle R) = [jAx, (j + l)Aæ] x [nAf, (n +
l)Af], Note that u A is continuous everywhere and differentiable almost everywhere. Regarding
the sequence {ma}, we have the following main convergence theorem:
Theorem 6.1 ([6s]). The sequence {«a) built from (106) converges in L1 oc (IIt) to the unique
generalised solution (in the sense of Definition 3.3) of (105) as A — 0. Furthermore, {-D(uA )}
converges umformly on compact sets ÆC Ry D{u) G as A 0.
Here, C1 ’ 2 (Ry) denotes the space of functions that are Holder continuous with exponent lin
the space variable and 1/2 in the time variable. An important part of the proof of this theorem is
to establish the following three estimates for {uj}:
{(a) a uniform L°° bound,
(b) a uniform total variation bound,
(c L 1 Lipschitz continuity in the time variable
and the following two estimates for the discrete total flux F{un ;j) - A+ D{vff)\
see [6s] for details. Then, using the three estimates (a)-(c), it is not difficult to show that there is
a finite constant C = C{T) > 0 (independent of A) such that
Hence, the sequence {ua} is bounded in BV{K ) for any compact set K, C Rt- Since BV{IC) is
compactly imbedded into L l [K, ), it is possible to select a subsequence that converges in L l {fC).
Furthermore, using a standard diagonal process, we can construct a sequence that converges in
L 1 Iqc(1 c (Ht ) to a limit u,
u G A M (HT )n W(Ht ).
for notational simplicity, let wA = D{uA ). It is possible to use estimates (d) and (e) to prove
that wA satisfies the following Holder estimate (see [6s]):
where C > 0 is a finite constant not depending on A,x,y,t,r. By repeating the proof of the
Ascoli-Arzela compactness theorem, we deduce the existence of a subsequence of {ipa} converging
uniformly on each compactum K, C Rt to a limit w,
w G C 1,2, 2 (Rt).
* («". “?+i) = /+ K) + r(«"+i).
/+ 0) = /(0) + f max(/'(s), o)ds, f (u) = f min(// (s), o)dsJo Jo
max|/'l + 2max < 1.
f (d) a uniform L°° bound,
1 (e) a uniform total variation bound,
ll'u Ai|L o0 (nT ) + \bV(l\ t) <C.
I wA {y,r) - wA {x,t)\ < c[\y -x\ + \/\t -<|+ Ax + \/KTj ,
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Let {Aj) be a sequence of discretization parameters tending to zero such that uA u a.e. and
' w uniformly on compacta as j — oo (such a sequence can certainly be found). Since u A
couverges to u a.e. and w is continuous, we conclude that
Finally, convergence of [ua] to the correct physical solution of (105) follows from the cell
entropy inequality (k EM)
where u V v - max(u,r) and u A v = min(u,r). This discrete entropy inequality is in turn an
easy consequence of the monotonicity of S. The reader is referred to [6s] for further details on the
convergence analysis.
Remark 6,1. In many applications it is desirahle to avoid the exphcit stabihty restnction (108).
One way to overcome (108) is of course to use an implicit version of (106). By combining the
arguments in [6s] with the Crandall and Liggett theory [39], it is possible to analyse implicit methods
as well, see [67] for details.
It is also possible to speed up exphcit methods by using a so-called super time stepping procedure.
Super time stepping (STS) is a simple and effective method that speeds up exphcit methods for
parabohc equations, rendenng them as useful as any implicit method, while retaining its simphcity
and hetter accuracy, see Alexiades et al. [4, 5] for details. In [6B], the STS method has been used
(with good results) as a part of our operator splitting methodology.
Remark 6.2. A formally second order (in space) version of (106) can be obtained via a MUSCL
type approach, which is hy now a classical approach in the context of conservation laws. It uses a
piecewise hnear reconstruction, instead of piecewise constant, together with a limitation procedure,
see Evje and Karlsen [63] for analytical and numencal results.
Remark 6.3. The finite difference theory can be generahsed to doubly nonhnear degenerate par
abohc equations of the form (48), see Evje and Karlsen [64] for details.
A novel feature of our difference methods (106) is that they are based on differencing the
conservative-form equation
and not the equation in its original form. Of course, one can devise methods based on differencing
(105) directly, yielding, for example, methods of the form
where Wj + 1 / 2 = + UJ+ l)- Indeed, the diffusion discretization in (109) is commonly used in
the case of uniformly parabolic equations, see, e.g., [l22], Although it is possible to prove that the
non-conservative method (109) converges to a hmit, this limit does not seem to satisfy the entropy
condition; that is, the method (109) does not seem to converge to the physically correct solution
of (105) in the case of strong degeneracy. The following numerical example demonstrates this.
Example 6.1 (Non-Conservative Methods). This example is taken from Evje and Karlsen [6s].
We consider (105) with fluxes
where d(-) is given in (47). We have computed Solutions with (106) and (109) using very fine dis
cretization parameters. In these calculations the upwind flux (107) was used in (106) and (109).
The computed Solutions are shown in Figure 9. Clearly, the non-conservative method (109) pro
duces a wrong solution. Moreover, the difference between this solution and the (correct!) solution
produced by (106) seems to increase with time. We are currently investigating this phenomenon.
w D{u).
| wn +1 _ J~\ _ \ un _ f,\
J 1+ A- {F(un V k,j) - F(u" A k-j) - A+| D(uJ) - D(i)j) < 0
dt u + dx {f{u)-dx D{u)) =O,
wn + 1 _ un
UO9) ' M 3 + A-(J’("n :j)-<<(“"+ i/ 3 )A + «?) =O,
f(n) - -u2 , d{u) - 4d(u),
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FIGURE 9. Plots of Solutions produced by the difference methods defmed in (106) (solid)
and (109) (dashed) at three different times; T = 0.0625 (left), T = 0.25 (middle), and T = 1.0
(right). The initial function is shown as dotted.
See Hou and LeFloch [9l] for an analysis of difference methods for hyperbolic equations which use
a non-conservative discretization of the flux function.
Finally, let us very briefly discuss the multi-dimensional case. For simplicity of notation, we
consider only the two-dimensional problem
Let u denote the finite difference approximation at ( x,y,t ) = {jAx,kAy,nAt). A conservative
finite difference method for (110) takes the form
(111)
where A^ j+ are the backward and forward differences, respectively, in direction £, for £=x, y,
and F,G are convective numerical fluxes that are consistent with f,g , respectively. The initial
data for (111) is taken as
For further details on multi-dimensional monotone difference methods and partial convergence
results, we refer to [6s]. Finally, we mention that the difference methods described in this section
apply equally well to equations with variable coefficients.
6.2. A Petrov-Galerkin Method. In this section we describe a Petrov-Galerkin method for
solving the parabolic residual problem resulting from the splitting algorithm described in §5.1. We
refer to Morton [l22] for a detailed introduction to Petrov-Galerkin methods. For n = 1,.. ~ N,
the parabolic residual problem takes the form
(112)
where the residual fractional flow function fres {x, u) = b{x, u)u is defined in (95), q{x, t) is a source
term, the initial condition un ~ l {x) is given in (97), and the time slab (tn _i,t n ) is defmed in §5.1.
We note that with this definition of /res , the numerical solution of (93) automatically satisfies the
boundary condition (94) where v{x)  n = 0.
Using the characteristic solution of (96) to approximate the time derivative and to linearise
the nonlinear coefficients in (112), the Petrov-Galerkin method will introduce a symmetrization
( 110 ) i dt/u + dx f{u) + dy g{u) dx {d(y u)dx u) + dy[d{u)dy w),
\u{x, y, 0) = uo (æ, y).
un+l u n
’ Ai ’ + A,,_(/ («"; i, t) - A:,+ D(ul k ))
+ Alr (G(«";,-,t) - A„,+£>(«“„)) = 0.
ulk = ±~Ay jz Mx ’ v) dxdv >
zi,k = (tAr, (i + l)Ax) x (jAy, (j + l)Aj/).
j dt u +V • [b{x, u)u - d{x, u)Vu) = q[x,t), {x, t) 6 x {tn - 1 , / n ),
|u(æ,tn _ 1 ) = j;EO,
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of (112), see [lO, 92]. Let denote the usual Sobolev space formed by all functions in L 2 {Q)
whose gradients belong to L~(fl). Let Hg(fl) and V be subsets of such that [lO, 44]
We now obtain the following weak formulation of (112): Find u E V such that
and (•,•) denotes the usual L 2 (fl) inner product. To deduce (113) from (112) we have used
integration by parts. The boundary terms arising from this partial integration are included in
the right-hand side [q{x,tn-i),w) of (113). Note that the boundary terms will in general depend
nonlinearly on the unknown. We use, however, the characteristic solution un ~ 1 to linearise the
boundary terms. One should also note that the the boundary condition for (112) will depend on
the chosen flux splitting, see [74, 75, 80] for further details.
Equipped with the characteristic solution un lof (96), we can replace the parabolic problem
(113) by the following linearised elliptic problem; For n = 1,. .., N, find u n E V such that
(115) {un , w) -f Atß{un , w) = (un_l , w) -f {q{x, t n ~i), w), Vw E Hq,
where the time step At has been introduced in §5.1. As a first step in an iterative procedure [Bo],
the nonlinear coefficients are linearised as
With the components of d{x) in C'°(o) and b{x) E TF 1 (T2), B(-, •) defines a bilinear continuous form
on Hq x Hq. Unfortunately, the sign of B(-, •) is indefinite due to the transport term. However,
we have [44, 47]
which means that the complete bilinear form A{-, •), where
is coercive on Hrl (f2) x H l {Q,). Hence the Lax-Milgram theorem ensures the existence of a unique
element u n satisfying the elliptic problem (115). In the following we restrict the presentation to
fl C K 2. The trial and optimal test spaces used within the Petrov-Galerkin formulation are given
as follows: Let {aq j} be the nodes generating a rectangular mesh covering fl. We then introduce a
trial space Sh C iL 1 (fl) spanned by the trial functions {9i j} and a test space Th CH 1 (fl) spanned
by the test functions {ipij}, where h denotes the grid spacing. Furthermore, we introduce the
discrete subspaces
Then the Petrov-Galerkin finite element formulation of (115) reads as follows: For n = 1, .. ~ N,
find ESy such that
It is well known that using Th Sh (as in the usual Galerkin formulation) is a bad choice of test
space when the transport term b{x) dominates the diffusion term. This appears as unphysical
oscillations in the numerical solution in the presence of a steep front. It may also be demonstrated
that this problem is caused by the dominating transport term in the discretized bilinear form
5(-,  ), i.e., the leading part of A{-, •) in the steep front region. To handle such problems, Barrett
and Morten [lo] have developed a symmetrization technique in one space dimension that yields
optimal approximation properties in suitable norms. The symmetrization technique used in one
Hq := 6 H l { f2) : w [x) = 0 for x E
V:= E : w satisfies the given boundary conditions|.
, 113) f (dt u,w) + B{u,w) = {q{x,t n -i),w), t e (t n - I,<n), Vw GHJ
|u(x,fn _i) = •un-1 (æ), x- G
where the bilinear form £?(•,•) is defined as
(114) B{u, w) = (V • {b{x, u)u), w) + s{d(x, u)Vu, Vio)
b{x):=b(x,un *) and d(x) := d[x, un 1 ).
At(V • {b{x)w), u;)| < ( w , w) + eAt(d{x)w , w)
A{u, w) = ( u , w) + Atß(u, w ),
sj = sh n HI , Tq* =T* ni/o1 , s'f/ =
(116) A{unh = {u n 1 ,Tp) + [q{x,tn- i),VO> V^GTq71 .
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space dimension is in principle easily extendible to several space dimensions, but the extension
may be technically involved and produces test functions that are difficult to use in practical
computations. A procedure that resolves this probleni has been developed by Dernkowicz and Oden
[s4], who introduce the concept of "numerical optimal” test functions. Here, we use tensor products
of one-dimensional test functions to define optimal test functions m several space dimensions
Approximate optimal test functions in one space dimension, which yield an almost symmetric
bilinear form when measured in a suitable norm [lO, 82, 92], take the form
(117)
where
and (7i(x) is the quadratic perturbation
{(Ti { x)
The test functions are depicted in Figure 10. The test functions in two dimensions are defined as
where fa (x) and ipj(y) are defined above, see, e.g., [44] for further details.
As noted earlier, the porous media flow models may give Solutions which vary on a wide range
of scales in space and time. A proper resolution of the flow at wells, moving fronts, and the
dynamics caused by large permeability variations at fractures and faults will require a very fine
mesh. Such phenomena may be fairly local, separated by regions of slow variation. Thus, both the
pressure-velocity equations and the Petrov-Galerkin formulation of the flow equation can represent
ven large elliptic problems. If a uniform mesh adequate for the fine scale variation is chosen, the
pioblem may simply be too big for any computer. Therefore, an adaptive local grid refinement
solution procedure is needed in order to reduce the problem to a solvable size. This can be
achieved by using a preconditioned iterative solution procedure based on domain decomposition
methods [l4o], We will give the main steps in such a solution procedure for the flow equation
(116), see [129, 47, 143] for further details. Assuming that we are given a coarse grid on the
computational domain G, we get the following algorithm:
1. Solve the hyperbolic problem (96) on the coarse grid flc using the modified method of
characteristics.
Identify coarse elements where the error is too large. This may be done simply by selecting
elements which contam large gradients in the solution or by using an error estimator. Then
activate refined overlapping/non overlapping sub grids £l k to each of these.
3. Solve (96) on the refined sub grids
4. Solve (116) on the refined coarse elements using domain decomposition methods. The char
acteristic solution of (96) is used as the boundary conditions for the sub domains Using
an overlapping domain decomposition method will reduce the error introduced by the choice
of boundary conditions, see [129, 143]
-est iimcti s m one space i si , ic
ir
0, x <
r) _ J °iiX ) + ci-L <Ji {x), <X < Xi,
6i{x) + c.aiix), Xi <x < xi+l ,
vO , x x i i,
*.§g?
In (117), 9i{x) is the hat fimction
0, x < Xi_ i,
% Xj 1 ~ ,
e, ( x ) - < h ’ Xi ~ l -x - Xi '21 j \ xi+ i - x „
, Xi <X< Xi + l,
10, x x i.^ ,
Xi—l X X i j
) i X i _j_ i.
V' i,j{x,y ) = xl>i(x)xpj [y),
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FIGURE 10. Typical test functionsfor the convection-diffusionproblem problem (93). Upper
left plot: A typical one-dimensional solution profile. The corresponding test functions are shown
in the following three plots. Upper right plot: Test function for u > u s . Lower left plot: Test
function for 0< u < u s . Lower right plot: Test function for u= 0 .
It is well known that numerical algorithms based on domain decomposition methods have good
parallel properties [l4o], which means that large complex problems may be solved [46].
Remark 6.4. It is an open problem to prove L 1 convergence of an operator splitting algorithm
based on, e.g., the modified method of charactensiic and the Petrov-Galerkm method.
7. Reservoir Simulation
We now apply the numerical algorithms developed in the previous sections to the reservoir flow
model (4)-(5)-(6). The governing equations (4)-(5)-(6) constitute a coupled system of nonlinear
partial differential equations. A sequential time stepping procedure is used to decouple the equa
tions, which essentially consists of solving one equation at the time, starting with the pressure
equation to generate a velocity held. Subsequently, this velocity held is used as input in the
saturation equation, and so on. This strategy rehects the different nature of the elliptic pressure
equation and the convection dominated parabolic saturation equation. For an analysis of this time
stepping procedure we refer the reader to Kruzkov and Sukorjanskii [lo6].
Let Ts be the hnal computing time, and choose a sequential time step At s and an integer Ns > 1
such that Ns At s = Ts . Let the {pn ,vn , sn ) denote the approximate solution of the reservoir how
model (4)-(5)-(6) at time i = nAt s , for some n = 0,..., Ns —l. The approximate solution at the
next time level is computed in the following two steps:
1. Pressure: Since the velocity held is smoother than the saturation held, we use the saturation
held from the previous time level to linearise the pressure-velocity equations (4)-(5). Let
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(p, v) be the approximate solution of the following pressure-velocity equations
The pressure equation is solved by a Galerkin method with bilinear elements, see [7, 138] for
details. The velocity is derived from the Darcy equation using local flux conservation over
the elements [l3B], which gives the same accuracy for the velocity held as for the pressure
The mixed finite element method would be an alternative solution pfocedure.
2. Saturation: Equipped with the velocity v calculated in Step 1, let s be the approximate
solution at time t = At s of the saturation equation
A good treatment of the saturation equation is essential for obtaining an accurate solution
of the reservoir flow model (4)-(5)-(6). We use the corrected operator splitting algorithms
described in §4 (see also §5 and §6) to solve the saturation equation, see the two examples
presented below for further details. Finally, the approximate solution of (4)-(5)-(6) at the
next time level is defined by
We now present two numerical examples. The first example is a two-dimensional, heterogeneous,
quaiter five-spot test case without a gravity term, while the second example is a three-dimensional
homogeneous test case with a gravity term.
Example 1 (Two-Dimensional Test Case without Gravity). This example is taken from
Holden, Karlsen, and Lie [B7]. The computations are based on the model obtamed by neglectmg
the gravity term in equations (4)-(5)-(6). To simulate this model, we use the corrected splitting
algorithm defined in (92) based on front tracking (see §5.2) for the convection updates and finite
differences (see §6.1) for the diffusion updates. Similar simulations are presented in Espedal
and Langlo [6o] using the algorithm defined in (83). These authors use the modified method of
characteristics (see §5.1) for the convection updates and the Petrov-Galerkin method (see §6.2)
for the diffusion updates.
The permeability held (see Figure 11) is generated as K{x) = exp(Z(z)), where Z(x) is a
Gaussian field. Figure 12 shows saturation fields computed for viscosity ratios p 0 :p w equal 1:1
and 5:1. The diffusion coefficient is £ = 0.01, the simulation grid has 129 x 129 blocks, and we
use Ns = 20 sequential time steps to reach final time Ts = 0.8 with a CFL number 2.0 for the
saturation solver (up to water breakthrough).
Figure 11 Permeability field plotted on a logarithmic colour scale
fv  v = qxix),
= -K{x)X{sn ){Vp- p{sn )Vh).
f <i){x)dt s -f V • (f(s)v + fg {s)K'Vh) -eV  (d{x , s)Vs) = g 2 (aO,
0) = s n (x ).
(pn+ \vn+l , sn+l ) = (p,v,s).
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FIGURE 12. Saturation fields from quarter five-spot simulations for viscosity ratios
Ho : Hw equal 1:1 (top) and 5:1 (bottom)
Next, we consider a permeability field containing low-permeable blocks which are barriers to the
flow (see Figure 13). Figure 14 shows the saturation fields computed for viscosity ratios /r 0 :
equal 20:1 and 1:2. The diffusion coefficient is e = 0.01 and we use a 257 x 257 grid with 80
sequential time steps to reach final time 0.8 and CFL number 2.0 in the saturation solver. As for
the above case, the fingering effects are more pronounced at the adverse viscosity ratio. Notice
also the improved areal sweep and penetration into low-permeable regions in the lower plot. Fine
scale Solutions such as those presented in this example are very accurate. Consequently, they can
be used good reference Solutions for upscaling problems, see, e.g., [59, 60, 83].
We refer to [B7] for further details about the computations presented in this example
FIGURE 13. Permeability field with low-permeable regions plotted on a logarithmic
colour scale.
Time t=o.4 Time t=o.B
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Figure 14. Saturation fields from quarter five-spot simulations (with low-permeable
regions) for viscosity ratios y 0 :yw equal 20:1 (top) and 1:2 (bottom).
Example 2 (Three-Dimensional Test Case with Gravity). This example is taken from
Frøysa and Espedal [7s], see also Frøysa [74], The computations are based on the model described
by equations (4)-(5)-(6). To simulate this model, we use the corrected splitting algorithm defined
in (83) based on the modified method of characteristics (see §5.1) for the convection updates and
the Petrov-Galerkin finite element method (see §6.2) for the diffusion updates. A flux splitting
which is uniform in space has been applied (see §5.1), but local node based splittings have also
been tested, see [7s]. We use the following dimensionless data:
= [o,l] x [o,l] x [0,0.5],
Grid = 21 x2l x 15.
Rates _ 0.04 in injector, —0.04 in producer
Gravity = gVh = [O, 0, -g],
Timestep = 0.01.
The injection well is a line well located on the z-axis with 2 E [0.25,0.5]. A similar vertical
production well is located at position (x,y) = (1,1) with z E [0,0.25], In the test case, the z
component of the velocity held mostly has the same sign as the gravity. The initial saturation
gradient dz s, however, is positive but changes sign as the saturation front moves along. The sign
Time t=o.2 Time t=o.B
Initial profile = if (ar +y) < 0.5
if z > 0.2
8 = 1-0 - {x -f- y)
else




change is a function of both space and time
methods handle a saturation held that ”turns’





sat at time=o.s sat at time=l.s
Figure 15 shows the saturation field with the uniform flux splitting described in §5.1. Similar
results are obtained with a non-uniform splitting, see [74, 75]. After a few time steps the water
has reached the bottom boundary and the saturation gradient dz s starts to change sign. At
t = 0.05, there are regions with dz s < 0 and regions with dz s >O, but no oscillations are visible.
At t = 0.3, the gradient dz s is negative everywhere, except for a region in the vicinity of the
injector. The present example gives a fairly difficult boundary condition, but the tests shows that
the diffusion step in the solution algorithm handles these accurately. The results also indicate that
the numerical algorithms are able to handle a "turning” field without introducing oscillations.
We refer to [75, 74] for further details about the computations presented in this example.
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